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Abstract
The cultural sector, including theatres, has an important role concerning spreading awareness on
sustainability issues and should therefore become more sustainable itself (Terlouw, 2020). Since
transparency is a key to successful Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), which sustainability policy
is part of, transparency regarding environmental policy in theatres should be increased.
The purpose of this research is to learn more about transparency of environmental policies of British
and Dutch theatres, to see whether sustainability ambitions, as expressed in their public statements, are
in line with accomplishments, and to see what may cause differences between the two. British cultural
organisations have proven to be a step ahead of Dutch ones regarding environmental performance. It is
therefore interesting to see the differences regarding transparency on this issue and what may cause
them. The following research question is defined: ‘How does transparency regarding sustainability
ambitions and actual accomplishments differ between British and Dutch theatres and what may cause
these differences?’.
To answer this, a policy analysis is executed. Environmental policy in public statements of theatres in
England and the Netherlands is analysed, focusing on framing of sustainability ambitions and
accomplishments so far. Thereafter these two aspects are compared and transparency is measured
using Piechocki’s (2004) Transparency Score Card theory. Besides, two expert interviews are
conducted for background knowledge. This led to the conclusion that both British and Dutch theatres
working on sustainability are quite transparent, but that British theatres have higher transparency
values. However, the differences between the two countries are small.
These findings could be caused by differences regarding the level of urgency assigned to the problem,
differences in funding requirements of cultural organisations, differences in ownership of the theatre
buildings and by differences regarding how successful CSR is. However, the relatively small sample
and reliability of the documents should be taken into account, since the texts analysed are selfpublished by the theatres. Therefore, future research could add observations and interviews to research
this topic from another perspective.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 British and Dutch theatres
In 2018, Dutch theatres received 19.0 million visitors (CBS, 2019). Consequently, this sector has a
significant environmental impact. First, waste production; visitors dispose products, cafés and
restaurants produce waste, and sets, props and costumes are changing. In the Netherlands, produced
waste is often not well separated (Schrijen, 2019). Second, transportation is required for artists,
visitors, employees and products, which causes carbon emissions. Third, energy use is high as a result
of temperature regulation in large buildings, lighting on and off stage, and sound systems used for
performing arts. Altogether, this causes a big environmental impact compared to other sectors
(Schrijen, 2019).
The same goes for British theatres. Over 34.3 million visitors attended theatre shows in 2018 in the
United Kingdom (UK), causing an even bigger environmental impact (UK Theatre, 2019). England,
the second focus of this research, is part of this. Besides, visitor numbers are rising in both countries,
making further increase of environmental impact likely if no action is taken (CBS, 2019; ACE, n.d.a.).
This makes it necessary for the theatre industry in both countries to become sustainable. Transparency
in sustainability, the focus of this research, can help achieve this because it stimulates that sustainable
action is actually taken.

1.2 Research problem statement
Businesses increasingly see the need to become sustainable. As Welford (1997) states, the
transformation towards a sustainable society depends on the transformation of businesses, including
theatres, into sustainable ones. This transformation lowers environmental impact and carbon
emissions, thereby hoping to avert climate change. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) (2018) argues that global warming should be limited to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels,
because “climate-related risks for natural and human systems are higher for global warming of 1.5°C
than at present, but lower than at 2°C” (p. 7). Not reaching this target has catastrophic consequences
for the earth and its inhabitants. Rockström et al. (2009) emphasize that climate change could lead to
irreversible, unforeseen and abrupt global environmental change that could be dangerous for human
well-being. Therefore, we should stay within the planetary boundaries by altering ways of life, e.g. to
decrease greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions responsible for climate change (Rockström et al., 2009;
IPCC, 2018).
Besides averting climate change, sustainability initiatives can improve image, lower costs and lead to
efficient resource use. Products in a linear economy have short lives and end up in waste incinerators,
landfills or the environment (Korhonen et al., 2018). Recycling resources prevents this, causing less
emissions, resource depletion and waste. The focus of research is on these aspects: averting climate
change and reducing resource extraction. Other sustainability aspects, e.g. noise disturbance, are not
analysed.
All sectors should lower environmental impact, including the theatre industry. Actions theatres could
take include separating, reducing and recycling waste, isolating buildings, generating renewable
energy, and improving transport (Schrijen, 2019). Theatres are exemplary for other cultural
organisations and sectors in general and the more theatres become sustainable, the better climate
change can be averted. Therefore, sustainability must become a structural part of theatre policy.
Besides, performing arts can reach audiences in a unique way and raise climate change awareness (De
Beukelaer, 2019). A theatre maker states: “climate change is the most important subject that should be
discussed in theatres because our world is on fire” (Kooke, 2019, no page number).
Currently, theatres in both countries started sustainability programs or have expressed intentions to do
so. Although interest is rising, structural action and execution of sustainable initiatives is lacking in the
Netherlands (Schrijen, 2019). However, in England a collaborative energy reduction of 23% has been
8

achieved among National Portfolio organisations, showing that England is a step ahead of the
Netherlands when it comes to sustainability performance in the cultural sector (Julie’s Bicycle,
2020b). Therefore, even though the countries differ in size and there are almost twice as many theatres
in England, it is interesting to make a comparison between the two countries to see how the countries
differ regarding transparency in sustainability policy since there seems to be a difference in
sustainability performance (EM-cultuur, 2019; Theatres Trust, 2020).
It is important to see whether sustainability ambitions are actually accomplished, see how transparent
theatres are regarding sustainability policy and see whether British theatres score better since they
seem to be a step ahead of the Dutch ones. Comparing both countries on this issue may provide
explanations and solutions to improve transparency and sustainable initiatives.

1.2.1 Scientific relevance
First, transparency is high on research agendas in (inter)national environmental politics, and is
becoming a globally shared policy ideal (Mol, 2015; Dubbink, 2007). Due to this increase in interest,
expansion of knowledge on it is important. Since this research applies transparency to a new subject,
transparency in sustainability policy of British and Dutch theatres has not been researched before,
knowledge on transparency is expanded.
Second, part of this research is frame analysis and concerned with interpreting how “people construct
and express how they make sense of the world around them” (Gray, 2004, p. 12). Frame analysis has
been executed in different contexts, but has not been done before for framing of sustainability
ambitions in British and Dutch theatres. Consequently, this shows a new perspective of frame analysis.
Third, the Transparency Score Card theory by Piechocki (2004) is used for a part of this research.
Originally, this theory is applied to annual sustainability policies, but is used here to analyse public
statements on sustainability policy. This shows that the theory can be used for multiple sources, as
long as the scores of different types of documents are not compared between themselves. This allows
wider application of this theory in the future, which strengthens and expands the theory if successful.
Fourth, when searching for information, one can find various non-academic articles and webpages.
However no academic literature is available on sustainability in theatres or the cultural sector. It is
therefore necessary to conduct a scientific research to start expanding academic literature on this topic.

1.2.2 Societal relevance
First, theatres have an exemplary role in society since:
“the creative community is uniquely placed to transform the conversation around climate change and
translate it into action. Artists and the wider cultural community have a unique and critical role: they
(…) influence new ways of being, doing and thinking. Arts and culture not only respond to the world
around us; they also influence our individual and collective experiences, and shape the direction we
take.” (Julie’s Bicycle, 2020a, no page number).
This is also acknowledged by Terlouw (2020), who explained that everybody must help create a
sustainable world, but that the cultural sector can do more since they have the opportunity to, in a way
that is appealing, let people know what is happening and reach a large audience (Terlouw, 2020). This
can only be done sympathetically if theatres act sustainably themselves. Besides visitors, they could
inspire other sectors and their nearby environment too (Schrijen, 2019). Previous research shows that
action lacks, even though Dutch cultural organisations see sustainability as important (Schrijen, 2019).
To improve policies, transparency of current sustainability policies should be assessed by comparing
framing of sustainability ambitions with communicated accomplishments in public statements.
Especially the COVID-19 crisis poses an opportunity to make economy, including theatres, more
sustainable since it can be experienced as a period of raising awareness and altering society (Bijlo,
2020).
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Second, sustainability policy poses other advantages: public image improvement, lower energy costs,
and preparation for future sustainability legislation, e.g. sustainability as prerequisite for funding
(Schrijen, 2019; Straver, 2020; Julie’s Bicycle, n.d.b.). Meeting these requirements makes theatres
more sustainable in a financial way, which is socially relevant.
Third, theatres are supported by governmental funds. Due to the COVID-19 crisis, additional funds are
granted (Rijksoverheid, 2020). Since public money is spent, the public should have insight in what the
theatres do with it, including sustainability policy. Transparency is therefore important and is also a
solution to greenwashing/window dressing, which happens when businesses pretend to practice CSR
but in reality do “nothing, little, or at least much less than one pretends to do”, which misleads the
public (Dubbink, 2007, p. 297). Also, transparency is important since it ensures that businesses are
accountable for their actions and unmasks freeriding. Consequently, environmental awareness,
responsibility and taking up sustainable initiatives are stimulated (Dubbink, 2007). Since these are
positive consequences, transparency should be increased to which the results of this research
contribute.
Fourth, this research shows differences between theatres in England and the Netherlands regarding
transparency of environmental policy in public statements. Lessons learned from this comparison
could be used to improve transparency of theatres’ environmental policies in both countries.

1.3 Research aim and research questions
The aim of this research is learning more about transparency of sustainability policies of theatres in
England and the Netherlands and to see whether sustainability ambitions, as expressed in public
statements, are in line with their accomplishments as communicated. Furthermore, it is interesting to
compare these two cases to see what could cause the differences and whether lessons could be learned
from this.
The research question is: ‘How does transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and actual
accomplishments differ between British and Dutch theatres and what may cause these differences?’
Five sub-questions are developed to answer the research question. Together they answer the research
question. The first sub-question is:
Sub-question 1: ‘How do British and Dutch theatres frame their sustainability ambitions in their
public statements?’
This question focuses on how sustainability is framed by the theatres in their public statements, e.g.
environmental policy/webpage on sustainability. This is analysed using frame analysis. Four British
theatres are analysed, followed by four Dutch theatres.
Sub-question 2: ‘What sustainable measures have been accomplished by British and Dutch theatres
according to their public statements?’
This question focuses on what sustainability measures are communicated in the public statements of
the theatres. These measures must be taken already.
Sub-question 3: ‘How do sustainability ambitions of British and Dutch theatres come forward in their
actual accomplishments in this field as communicated in their public statements?’
This question links the first and second sub-question by comparing and linking the ambitions and
accomplishments. This shows whether sustainability ambitions are lived up to.
Sub-question 4: ‘How transparent are British and Dutch theatres regarding sustainability ambitions
and actual accomplishments?’
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This question focuses on transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and performance in this field.
The Transparency Score Card theory and the outcomes of the third sub-question are used to answer
this question.
Sub-question 5: ‘What may cause the differences regarding transparency of sustainability ambitions
and actual accomplishments between British and Dutch theatres?’
This question focuses on possible explanations for differences between British and Dutch theatres
regarding transparency of sustainability ambitions and accomplishments. This question is answered in
Chapter 5 since it is more explorative in nature than the other sub-questions.
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Chapter 2: Literature review
Useful concepts for this research are discussed in this chapter after which they are displayed in a
conceptual framework. This allows for a better understanding of what is meant by these concepts and
how these concepts relate to each other.

2.1 Sustainability
Sustainability is described by a large number of scholars in different ways. As White (2013, p. 213)
states, “sustainability (…) mean[s] different things to different people”. Hence, it is challenging to
achieve a shared vision on this concept. One of the objectives of this research is to map theatres’
different visions of sustainability. However, to make clear what is researched, a definition is given:
sustainability is generally defined as the ability to hold something at a certain level (Kreisel, 2018).
The concept has different sides: social, economic and environmental sustainability. Social
sustainability focuses on creating and maintaining equitable, diverse, connected, democratic, life
enhancing conditions within communities that “support the capacity of current and future generations
to create healthy and liveable communities” and is concerned with the social goals of sustainable
development (McKenzie, 2004, p. 20; Dempsey et al., 2011). This concerns issues as social cohesion,
equity and access to key services (McKenzie, 2004). Economic sustainability is concerned with
increasing both financial performance and well-being, e.g. through sustaining employment in
dependent communities (Choi & Ng, 2011). Often, the social and economic side of sustainability are
neglected, although they are crucial for achieving environmental sustainability (McKenzie, 2004). In
this research these parts are important too, e.g. to concepts such as CSR and self-interest for
businesses in becoming more sustainable, although the main focus here is on environmental
sustainability.
Sustainability often refers to environmental sustainability: “meeting human needs without
compromising the health of ecosystems” (İnce, 2018, p. 1). This definition is used because it focuses
on health of ecosystems specifically and is close to the well-known definition of sustainable
development by the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) that we should
“meet the needs and aspirations of the present generation without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 29). Humans use energy, materials, land and water
without taking planetary limits into account, causing resource exhaustion and carbon emissions
(WCED, 1987). Consequently, some planetary boundaries are already crossed, which will “trigger
non-linear, abrupt environmental change within continental to planetary-scale systems” (Rockström et
al., 2009, p. 1). A transition from a linear to circular economy is necessary to stop deploying the
earth’s resources (Jonker et al., 2018). Linear economy is based on continuous input of raw materials
that are considered waste after use, whereas in a circular economy cycles of resources and energy are
closed (Jonker, Stegeman & Faber, 2018). Besides, technological development and knowledge
accumulation are important for this transition (WCED, 1987). López & Yoon (2020), emphasize that
an interdisciplinary focus on innovation and structural change concerning resource usage is necessary
(McMichael, Butler & Folke, 2003). Sustainability is important for all sectors, including the cultural
sector, as discussed below.

2.1.1 Sustainability in the cultural sector
The cultural sector consists of various organisations, such as theatres, festivals and museums. Previous
research on sustainability in the Dutch cultural sector by the Boekmanstichting and Bureau 8080
shows that cultural organisations see sustainability as important issue, but action is lacking due to a
lack of time/knowledge/money, other priorities, and difficulty improving sustainability of buildings
(Schrijen, 2019). However, sustainability improves public image, lowers energy costs, prepares for the
future, serves as inspiration for other sectors and the nearby urban environment, creates awareness for
sustainability issues among visitors, and contributes to collective sustainable action (Schrijen, 2019).
Sustainable initiatives are already taken by cultural organisations, but not on a big scale yet. Some
12

cultural organisations are making progress and show that setting goals and monitoring them,
cooperating with other cultural organisations or experts, and appointing a responsible person for
sustainability are crucial for a successful transition. Only a few Dutch cultural organisations practice
these factors yet (Schrijen, 2019). In England, the charity Julie’s Bicycle guides cultural organisations
to lower environmental impact and believes collaboration in the cultural sector can lead to more
practical and effective ways (ACE, 2018).
Internationally there has been interest regarding sustainability in the cultural sector. In 2013, a
campaign was set up to include culture in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) since “the
Outcome Document [of the SDGs] falls short of a full understanding and affirmation of the
importance of culture to sustainable development” (Agenda 21 Culture, 2015, p. 2). This was pickedup by the UNESCO and UN Development Programme director who aimed to put in on the agenda (De
Beukelaer, 2019). Furthermore, the Council of Europe held a plenary meeting on “Climate change and
sustainable development related to human rights and democracy, and specifically, culture, heritage and
landscape resources” after which a resolution was adopted to increase the cultural dimension in
sustainable development, integrating cultural policies into sustainable development strategies, and
exchanging information and best practices (Van Regteren Altena, 2019; Culture 360, 2019). Despite
these actions, sustainability efforts in the cultural sector are still lacking.

2.2 Corporate social responsibility
Sustainability efforts are part of CSR, which stems from the idea that businesses are expected to do
more than make profit. They “have responsibilities to pursue policies, decisions and actions that are
desired by society” (Carroll, 2015, p. 87). Many different definitions of CSR exist, making it a vague
concept. McWilliams et al. (2006, p. 1) describe it as “situations where the ﬁrm goes beyond
compliance and engages in actions that appear to further some social good, beyond the interests of the
ﬁrm and that which is required by law”. Pomering & Dolnicar (2009) describe it as minimisation of
negative externalities and maximisation of positive influences on society by a firm. Generally, CSR
positively influences the social consequences of business practices and is therefore used as green
marketing, which is discussed later in this chapter (Porter & Kramer, 2006).
Companies voluntarily comply with standards set by society even though this is not legally required
(Dubbink, 2007). Producing more environmental friendly is also part of CSR (McWilliams et al.,
2006). Although CSR is seen as voluntary deeds of goodwill, it is also profit oriented: it can reduce
costs and risks, and strengthen legitimacy/reputation (Lindgreen & Swaen, 2010; Dubbink, 2007).
Moreover, stakeholders are kept satisfied, thereby sustaining their (financial) support (McWilliams et
al., 2006). Furthermore, resulting from higher demand and willingness to pay, CSR poses a
competitive advantage, causing better financial performance (McWilliams et al., 2006). Consequently,
CSR is in businesses’ long term self-interest and a strategic investment (Lindgreen & Swaen, 2010;
Dubbink, 2007; McWilliams et al., 2006). However, even though firms are practicing pro-social
marketing, consumers are often unaware of their efforts (Pomering & Dolnicar, 2009). Besides, a lack
of CSR can have negative consequences (Porter & Kramer, 2006). In this way, CSR is not voluntary,
but a reaction to a possible threat: activist organisations addressing social issues caused by businesses
to create legislation regarding reporting about CSR. For example, quoted businesses in England have
to report ethical, social and environmental risks in their annual reports (Porter & Kramer, 2006).
Several factors contribute to successful CSR. Sangle (2010) describes the following: integrating CSR
with functional strategies through integration of environmental policies with other processes/functions,
managing stakeholder groups to fulfil their demands, and create a long-term environmental strategy.
Lam & Khare (2010) also emphasize the importance of organization-wide integration of
environmental values to make CSR an integral part of business identity and add leadership as success
factor because it sets an example for and engages employees. Silberhorn & Warren (2007) state that
managers’ personal values are important too since they strongly influence CSR. Leaders also set and
13

manage corporate culture and can change this into an environmentally conscious one. In addition,
Silberhorn & Warren (2007) emphasize the importance of transparency to successful CSR, showing
that transparency in sustainability policy is of great importance. Furthermore, companies with a big
environmental impact and high public visibility, theatres included, are pressured by mass media and
stakeholders to practice CSR (Silberhorn & Warren, 2007). In Chapter 5 is analysed which theatres
meet these factors to see if it could explain differences between British and Dutch theatres in
transparency.
However, CSR has its downsides. Some researchers state that businesses should not ‘do the
government’s job’ and that CSR misuses corporate power to fulfil managers’ ambitions (McWilliams
et al., 2006). Furthermore, different cultures lead to different CSR expectations, making it impossible
to satisfy all customers and stakeholders, thereby losing support (McWilliams et al., 2006). Also, CSR
is currently not optimally effective, consists of fragmented approaches and is often described in annual
reports as a series of uncoordinated initiatives (Porter & Kramer, 2006). Businesses use CSR to
showcase their good deeds in their annual reports, but these reports remain unclear about what these
initiatives entail and what is achieved. Moreover, Porter & Kramer (2006) emphasize that causes
chosen for CSR are often generic, but that efficiency could be increased by choosing ones that have a
connection to the business. This allows for integration into business strategy. Also, CSR opposes
businesses to society, while in reality the two are interconnected. In this way, opportunities for
synergy are lost (Porter & Kramer, 2006). On the contrary, when these recommendations are followed,
CSR could be a source of innovation, opportunity and competitive advantage (Porter & Kramer,
2006). However, this requires a different way of thinking since it is now seen as a cost, constraint or
charitable deed.
Since environmental policy is a part of CSR, this concept is important to and used throughout the
research. CSR success factors are used for analysis of the fifth sub-question. The level of ambitions
expressed through CSR is also related to green marketing, and the extent to which these ambitions are
accomplished are related to greenwashing, which is discussed in the third and fourth sub-question. As
mentioned, transparency is an important part of CSR (and therefore sustainability policy) since it
shows what businesses do to fulfil their corporate social responsibilities (Silberhorn & Warren, 2011).
Therefore high transparency can improve CSR. Transparency is now discussed.

2.3 Transparency
Generally, transparency is defined as “a disclosure of information from producers, chains, certification
bodies (…) for civil society actors, consumers” or as a “lack of hidden agendas and conditions,
accompanied by the availability of full information required for collaboration, cooperation, and
collective decision making” (Mol, 2015, p. 157; Farrell, 2016, p. 445). Transparency is thus concerned
with publishing information, openness and honesty about intentions, thereby empowering consumers.
Transparency addresses information asymmetries and enhances accountability for actions (Mol, 2015;
Gupta, et al., 2020).
This research’ focus is on disclosure of information about environmental performance. Sharing
information allows external actors to see what environmental actions are taken and what are not. The
push for transparency from external stakeholders makes it impossible to avoid accountability for
actions taken by businesses (Gold & Heikkurinen, 2018). Not only disclosure, but also perceived
quality of information is important (Schnackenberg & Tomlinson, 2016).
Transparency is increasingly seen as preferred standard and solution to accountability problems since
it detects sources of environmental damage (Mol, 2015; Gupta et al., 2020). This pushes for ever more
transparency. Consequently, power, influence and importance of transparency have risen. This goes
for transparency in supply chains but is also applicable to the service economy, e.g. theatres (Gupta et
al., 2020). Transparency reduces environmental harm because it pressures businesses to cause less
environmental damage since they must report about it (Mol, 2015). Building on that, overt
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communication with stakeholders and consumers about sustainability performances of the company is
an important aspect of CSR. This creates a dialogue between both parties through which appreciation
or disapproval is expressed, which influences their public image (Mol, 2015). Transparency about
environmental performances thus causes businesses to be more responsible as their practices are
“exposed to public scrutiny, and can thus be held accountable for their actions” (Gold & Heikkurinen,
2018, p. 319). Also, free-riding polluters are identified and incentives for non-cooperation on
sustainability goals are reduced (Mason, 2020). To continue, transparency can be the solution to a
phenomenon called window dressing, which is “a practice that occurs when a company outwardly
pretends to practice CSR but in reality does nothing, little, or at least much less than one pretends to
do” (Dubbink, 2007, p. 297). Window dressing misleads the public and undermines trust in CSR. The
financial benefits window dressing poses to businesses makes it hard to fight. However, transparency
standards can help because they unmask free riders and stimulate sustainable initiative (Dubbink,
2007). Window dressing shows similarity with greenwashing, which is discussed below.
Documents like annual (sustainability) reports are used to communicate such information. It is
important to take into account for whom this information is intended to read (Gupta et al., 2020). Here,
transparency can be assessed using the Transparency Score Card theory by Piechocki (2004). This
theory uses three transparency indicators, which deal with a number of task defining factors, including
clarity and structure of text, whether parameters used for measuring performances are clearly defined,
whether guidelines are used, verifiability of information, presence of an ethical frame, reflection of the
position of external stakeholders, presentation of corresponding promises, and reflection on
promises/objectives and measured results. Especially the last factor is important in this research since
this shows whether ambitions and accomplishments are coherent. The first transparency indicator is
the linguistic indicator, which focuses on accessibility of the text. The second indicator is the thematic
indicator, which focuses on content of the text. The third indicator is the depth indicator, which
focuses on how is acted upon the themes from the second indicator, e.g. how goals are pursued
(Piechocki, 2004). After establishing the scores for each indicator, the transparency value is calculated
using the following formula:
(1𝑥 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡) +
(1𝑥 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡) +
(2𝑥 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡)
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =
4
Transparency value formula results lie between zero and one (0<x<1). One represents the highest and
zero the lowest transparency (Piechocki, 2004). However, no classification of scores is given.
Therefore, scores cannot be analysed in an absolute sense and have to be analysed relative to each
other.
This framework is used for the analysis of the fourth sub-question and is included in Appendix II.
Although the Transparency Score Card is developed for analysing annual sustainability reports, it can
be used for the analysis of public statements on sustainability by theatres. Since all documents
analysed here are not annual sustainability reports but other comparable documents regarding
environmental policy, transparency values can be compared within this sample, but not outside of it.
However, results of the Transparency Score Cardshould be considered with caution.
Transparency also has shortcomings, e.g. lacking transparency legislation. Also, because measurement
and reporting is often easier for larger businesses, transparency might empower them, leaving weaker
ones behind, e.g. by hindering market access (Mol, 2015). Moreover, transparency alone is not enough
to increase environmentally responsible behaviour (Gold & Heikkurinen, 2018). Besides, published
documents are self-reported, thereby lacking credibility since negative incidents can be left out and
false narratives to avoid blame can be formed, creating an illusion of transparency (Gold &
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Heikkurinen, 2018). Sometimes high external pressure causes businesses to “enhance, repair, and
defend their narcissistic self-image and thereby prevent corporate self-reflection, and block a company
acquiring insights into its own incoherent narratives and imperfections and a beneficial attitude of
learning”, which hinders insights on sustainable behaviour (Gold & Heikkurinen, 2018, p. 327).
Transparency of environmental policy is the main focus of this research and discussed in the fourth
sub-question. As mentioned, transparency is important to CSR, but it also linked with greenwashing
since it fights this phenomenon. Transparency is also linked with green marketing, which is discussed
below, because transparency is necessary for making it believable.

2.4 Green marketing
Businesses increasingly publish about environmental performance, caused by growing societal
environmental concern (Markham et al., 2014). This is called green marketing, which can be defined
as:
“all activities designed to generate and facilitate any exchanges intended to satisfy human needs or
wants, such that the satisfaction of these needs and wants occurs, with minimal detrimental impact on
the natural environment” (Polonski, 1994, p. 3).
Environmental performance has been used for marketing purposes for a long time, stimulated by
governmental environmental impact regulation (Lane, 2013; Peattie & Charter, 2003). Nowadays,
many businesses choose a proactive approach and alter environmental practises voluntarily before
regulation is created (Peattie & Charter, 2003). Also, environmental responsibility among businesses
is growing because economic growth depends on environmental protection (Polonsky, 1994; Peattie &
Charter, 2003). Businesses see an opportunity to improve their competitive position plus gain market
share: the demand for ‘green’ products and services is rising, whereas unsustainable products can
damage image (Polonsky, 1994; Peattie & Charter, 2003). Besides, interest of stakeholders and media
in environmental responsiveness is increasing. However, different levels of ‘greenness’ between
businesses exist (Peattie & Charter, 2003).
Besides external drivers, internal drivers, e.g. management commitment and employee enthusiasm, are
important too (Peattie & Charter, 2003). Nevertheless, after relatively easy first steps businesses often
hit a ‘green wall’ where sustainability efforts conflict with corporate culture. Internal marketing to
make sustainability an integrated value throughout the business can help here (Peattie & Charter,
2003). Besides, some businesses have environmentally friendly practices without using it for
marketing purposes (Polonsky, 1994).
Green marketing causes businesses to take greater environmental responsibility, e.g. by assessing the
impact of a product throughout its lifecycle (Peattie & Charter, 2003). It causes businesses to alter
practices and integrate the five R’s: reuse, repair, recondition, recycle and re-manufacture. Also,
external environmental costs can be included in the prices of products and services (Peattie & Charter,
2003).
Environmental policy and other public statements about sustainability can be seen as green marketing,
which explains why this concept is important to the research. However, the concept on itself is not
used in the research question or sub-questions, but is part of the public statements researched. Also,
green marketing arises from CSR and is one of the advantages CSR poses to businesses. Green
marketing is also linked to greenwashing. This happens when green marketing is not backed-up by
actions legitimizing the claims made by businesses about their sustainability.

2.5 Greenwashing
Sometimes, published information exaggerates environmental performance, is unfounded or false, to
meet the demands set by society (Lane, 2013; Peattie & Charter, 2003). Businesses aim to appear
environmental friendly, since costumers prefer this and are willing to pay more, leading to higher
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profitability (Lane, 2013; Polonsky, 1994; Braga Junior et al., 2019). This process is called
greenwashing: a process through which “disinformation [is] disseminated by an organisation so as to
present an environmentally responsible public image” (Markham et al., 2014, p. 4). Westervelt, who
coined the term, describes greenwashing as “marketing or PR intended to deceive consumers into
believing that a company is practising environmentally friendly policies and procedures” (In: Lane,
2013, p. 280-281). Greenwashing creates consumer scepticism of businesses’ environmental
statements, which is increased by a lack of information about environmental business practices
(Gallicano, 2011). Greenwashing therefore makes green marketing controversial and leads to declining
consumer trust (Peattie & Charter, 2003; Markham et al., 2014). ‘Being green’ loses its value and it
becomes unclear what it entails (Gallicano, 2011). Consequently, consumers avoid buying
products/services that have been subject to greenwashing (Braga Junior et al., 2019). This results in
breakdown of the market for sustainably produced goods/services, and leads to green scepticism
(Lane, 2013; Markham et al., 2014). Real ‘green’ brands are therefore victim to greenwashing since
their credibility is damaged. To put it in a bigger perspective: greenwashing can negatively impact
efforts to avert climate change (Lane, 2013). Therefore, “it’s better to be green than to seem green”
(Elford, 2009, p. 25).
However, greenwashing improves competitiveness and as a result of this economic incentive,
greenwashing is growing (Markham et al., 2014). The growth is also stimulated by expansion of the
‘green economy’, more green commercial marketing, and governmental subsidies (Lane, 2013).
Besides, greenwashing is more cost and time efficient than real change, making it a tempting
alternative (Braga Junior et al., 2019).
To diminish greenwashing, Peattie & Charter (2003) call for ‘sustainable communications’: creating a
dialogue between producers, stakeholders and consumers through which the latter two become
informed using data sharing by producers. Also, governments have expanded reporting requirements
for environmental performances, although at a slow pace due to difficulty establishing effective
policies in this field (Lane, 2013; Braga Junior et al., 2019; Polonsky, 1994). Moreover, businesses
make claims that clearly state environmental benefits, use voluntary labels, explain environmental
characteristics, use meaningful terms and are being more transparent to show that they do not practice
greenwashing (Braga Junior et al., 2019; Polonsky, 1994). However, greenwashing remains hard to
fight since it is difficult to prove and the terms used are often vague (Markham et al., 2014). Also,
there is a fine line between greenwashing and green-highlighting, which is described as “publicity
campaigns where ﬁrms elaborate on sustainability practices that they are currently enacting (…) or are
planning to enact in the future” (Markham et al., 2014, p. 5), which is less harmful.
Greenwashing is not as prominent in this research as the concepts discussed above, but is nevertheless
linked to the societal relevance of this research and research question, and discussed in Chapter 5.
Moreover, low transparency and accomplishments that do not match ambitions can indicate
greenwashing. Greenwashing is also linked to green marketing, since sustainability ambitions are used
here as well for marketing purposes, only unfounded.

2.6 Value-action gap
Environmental awareness is rising (Blake, 1999; Flynn et al. , 2009). Consequently, beliefs and
opinions develop on adopting sustainable practices and shifting away from unsustainable ones.
However, discrepancy between values and behaviour exists: even though people perceive
sustainability as important, they often do not act upon it. This is called the ‘value-action gap’ (Flynn et
al., 2009). Since environmental knowledge does not necessarily lead to displaying sustainable
behaviour, there are barriers withholding people from doing so (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). These
barriers include individual attitudes and personal characteristics, feelings that one person/business
cannot make a difference or is not responsible, and practical constraints (e.g. a lack of money) (Blake,
1999; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). Therefore, educating people does not directly lead to more
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sustainable practices, because behavioural change is hard to achieve and other factors influence
behaviour as well (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). Besides, Rajecki (1982) points to normative
influences, e.g. traditions, norms and social pressures, that influence pro-environmental behaviour.
Furthermore, economic constraints, inequalities, everyday experience and lifestyle contribute to this
value-action gap (Flynn et al., 2009). As can be seen, there is no definitive explanation for the valueaction gap. The relation between environmental knowledge and pro-environmental behaviour has
proven to be weak (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). It is a complex mix of factors, e.g. environmental
knowledge, values, attitudes, emotional involvement, personal values and traits (Kollmuss &
Agyeman, 2002).
The value-action gap is researched in sub-question three by analysing how sustainability ambitions
come forward in actual accomplishments and is discussed in Chapter 5. The concept is linked to
greenwashing since both point to a lack of action supporting ambitions and to CSR because it can
explain a lack of it.

2.7 Discourse analysis
Discourse analysis is concerned with language other than talk (Bryman, 2012). Therefore it can be
seen as a ‘broad church of scholastic activity’, concerned with interpretation of written texts and
spoken interaction, studied as transcripts (Widdowson, 2007, p. 212). The role of language in the
relation between the sender and receiver is important here. Language offers a way to frame subjects
and contributes to how people understand the world around them, using patterns influenced by culture,
ideas and ideology (Widdowson, 2007; Lindekilde, 2014). These patterns can be created to achieve
certain goals. Moreover, discourses can legitimize positions and actions (Bryman, 2012).
Discourses replicate themselves but alter over time, being influenced by other discourses. Discourse
analysis is anti-realist and constructionist since discourses on the same subject differ, which means no
external reality exists because members of the social setting build their own versions of reality
(Bryman, 2012). In analysing discourse, attention must be paid to the writers’ intentions (Widdowson,
2007). Furthermore, identification of interpretative repertoires helps understanding discourses. These
repertoires function as templates which guide the beliefs and actions of the writer. Hence, discourse
analysis provides a lens through which practices and power structures are viewed. However, there is
criticism on discourse analysis: it might be ‘too broad to be meaningful’.
Discourse analysis can be executed by coding texts. Understanding the writers’ intentions, relevance,
and analysing how much is said and whether it is true is important here (Widdowson, 2007; Bryman,
2012).

2.7.1 Frame analysis
Frame analysis is a type of discourse analysis which is concerned with how an “issue is defined and
problematized, and the effect that this has on the broader discussion of the issue”, e.g. how an issue is
framed by a theatre (Hope, 2010, p. 1). Framing an issue is described as “the interpretation process
through which people construct and express how they make sense of the world around them” (Gray,
2003, p. 12). This interpretation process leads to construction of frames that can be described as
“schemata of interpretation that enable individuals to locate, perceive, identify, and label occurrences
within their life space and the world at large” (Snow & Benford, 2000, p. 614). By creating frames
using language, people give meaning to events and occurrences in their lives. This organizes these
experiences, and guides and legitimizes action.
Dell’Orto et al. (2004) argue that in this way, frames interact with cognitive structures. This allows
researchers to observe issues from different perspectives, thereby finding a variety of values (Chong &
Druckman, 2007). Frames can either be individual (frames in thought) or in media (frames in
communication), the latter one being researched here. Frames in the communication influence
individual frames, e.g. frames of theatre visitors (Chong & Druckman, 2007).
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Framing has three core tasks: diagnostic, prognostic and motivational framing (Snow & Benford,
2000). Diagnostic framing focuses on framing a problem and responsibility for the problem.
Prognostic framing articulates a solution or strategy to solve the problem (Snow & Benford, 2000).
Motivational framing focuses on creating a ‘rationale for engaging’ to execute the articulated solution
(Snow & Benford, 2000). These tasks are used in this research to analyse how sustainability is framed
in public statements.
Frame analysis uncovers rich, detailed knowledge of cognitive contexts that are the basis upon which
people act (Yarnell, 1985). This knowledge helps gaining a better understanding of how sustainability
is perceived by theatres. By uncovering frames, access is achieved to background knowledge and
expectations which are used for interpreting the world around us, which gives it more context
(Yarnell, 1985). However, researchers play a big role regarding uncovering frames. Therefore they
might be understood differently, which makes it hard to give a true representation of frames.
Here, frame analysis is used to investigate how sustainability is defined and problematized by theatres
in their public statements. The definition by Hope (2007) of frame analysis, which emphasizes how a
problem is defined and problematized, is used, as well as Snow & Benford’s (2000) three framing
tasks theory, which shows of what elements frames are constructed.

2.8 Conceptual framework
This research is inductive in nature. Therefore it is not guided by a certain theory, as in deductive
research, but theory is the outcome of the research (Bryman, 2012). Thus, the main goal is not testing
theory, although the research has deductive elements: established concepts and Snow & Benford’s
(2000) framing theory plus Piechocki’s (2004) Transparency Score Card theory. Established concepts
are called sensitizing concepts: concepts used guide the research (Bryman, 2012). Together, they
create a conceptual framework (see Figure 1), which guides the research too and is used as coding
basis.
-

British and Dutch theatres:
Theatres are researched in England and the Netherlands. A selection is made and discussed in
Chapter 3. Since this selection is relatively small, generalizations must be made taking this
into account. These theatres are the research units.

-

Framing sustainability ambitions:
This concept contains two sub-concepts: sustainability and framing. Sustainability refers to the
ability to maintain circumstances that create liveable conditions on earth and do not harm the
abilities of future generations (Kreiser, 2018; WCED, 1987). Framing is defined as “the
interpretation process through which people construct and express how they make sense of the
world around them” (Gray, 2003, p. 12). Together this concept focuses on how theatres
construct and express the concept of sustainability. Three framing tasks are distinguished
using Snow & Benford’s (2000) theory.

-

Sustainable accomplishments:
This concept also focuses on sustainability. Different from the last concept, it focuses on what
concrete actions to improve environmental sustainability are taken by the theatres according to
their public statements.

-

Transparency:
This concept concerns “disclosure of information from producers, chains, certification bodies
(…) for civil society actors, consumers” (Mol, 2015, p. 157). This research focuses on
information about environmental performance in theatres’ public statements. To assess the
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quality of information, the Transparency Score Card theory is used.
-

Greenwashing and/or value-action gap:
After assessing transparency of the public statements about CSR concerning sustainability
policy, conclusions can be drawn about whether the theatres practise greenwashing and/or
whether there is a value-action gap. This does not have to be the case: theatres can also be
transparent and fulfil their ambitions well.

Figure 1 The conceptual framework.

This framework starts with the public statements analysed, which concern CSR focused on
environmental policy and are used for green marketing. Public statements of both British and Dutch
theatres are analysed. Each theatre frames sustainability ambitions in a unique way, which is expressed
in these statements. Also actions taken are expressed here, which are referred to as ‘sustainable
accomplishments’. Transparency is assessed by comparing whether sustainability ambitions and
accomplishments are in line with each other. If not, there is a possibility of greenwashing and/or a
value-action gap. Transparency is also assessed using the Transparency Score Card theory. After this
assessment, transparency of British and Dutch theatres is compared and possible explanations are
discussed.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Overview
The aim of this research is learning more about whether sustainability ambitions are corresponding
with the accomplishments of British and Dutch theatres as stated in their public statements. This
research acquires knowledge on several subjects. First, part focuses on framing of sustainability
ambitions, which provides a better understanding of how sustainability ambitions are constructed. This
is addressed by the first sub-question. Thereafter accomplishments are addressed by the second subquestion. Furthermore, by comparing ambitions and accomplishments more is learnt about how these
ambitions turn into reality. This is addressed by the third sub-question. These results are used in
answering the fourth sub-question, where the Transparency Score Card theory is used as well. The
comparison between British and Dutch theatres gives insight to differences and similarities regarding
transparency of theatres’ sustainability policy and is addressed by the fifth sub-question. Knowledge is
acquired through qualitative research methods: policy analysis and semi-structured expert interviews.

3.2 Research strategy & design
3.2.1 Research design
The research design is a mix between a case study and comparative design. Case study design entails
selection of a case which is analysed intensively with attention to detail: “case study research is
concerned with the complexity and particular nature of the case in question” (Bryman, 2012, p. 66). In
this way, “the case is the object of interest in its own right” and in-depth knowledge and unique
features are derived (Bryman, 2012, p. 69). A comparative design entails studying a number of
contrasting cases using the same methods. When a comparative design is conducted using a qualitative
research strategy, it is called a multiple case study (Bryman, 2012). Choosing for analysing multiple
cases allows for making generalizations, although with caution (Bryman, 2012). A multiple case study
design supports the comparison of British and Dutch theatres. These two countries are chosen since
theatres in both countries have expressed to see sustainability as an important issue. However, as
action is lacking in the Netherlands, British theatres seem to be a step ahead (Schrijen, 2019; Julie’s
Bicycle, 2020b). Therefore, it is interesting to compare these cases. Besides, theatres are chosen
because they are part of the focus of Bureau 8080, the internship organisation, and by limiting the
research to one type of cultural organisation it is easier to make generalizations (Bryman, 2012). The
selection of theatres is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Selected cultural organisations.

British theatres
National Theatre, London
Royal Court Theatre, London
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool
Theatre Royal Plymouth, Plymouth

Dutch theatres
Nationale Opera & Ballet, Amsterdam
Wilminktheater, Enschede
Concertgebouw, Amsterdam
DeLaMar Theater, Amsterdam

The selection is made based on several criteria to make sure that the theatres can be compared
properly. First, presence of an environmental policy or webpage about sustainability is used as a
criteria. Second is location: an equal number of theatres are selected in England and the Netherlands.
All selected theatres are located in cities, among which the majority in the capitals, since relatively
more Dutch theatres are located in Amsterdam and London is known for its large number of theatres
as well (Cultuurmarketing, 2015; Dowd, 2019; Naylor et al., 2016). Third, theatres are selected based
on seating capacity, which reflects their size. Seating capacity (shown in Table 2) lies between 465
and 2,450 seats. According to the categorization of EM-cultuur (2019), this represents medium (>400
seats) and large-sized (>1000 seats) theatres. Medium/large-sized theatres have a bigger environmental
impact and reach larger audiences, making them more interesting than small-sized theatres.
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Consequently, generalizations are only made for medium/large-sized theatres in England and the
Netherlands.
Table 2 Seating capacity of selected theatres. Sources: Seatplan (2020a), Seatplan (2020b), Seatplan (2020c), Nationale
Opera & Ballet (n.d.), Concertgebouw (n.d.a.), Concertgebouw (n.d.b.), Liverpool Philharmonic Hall (n.d.), Historic
England (2018), Wilminktheater (n.d.b.), DeLaMar Theater (n.d.b.).

Theatre
National Theatre
Royal Court Theatre
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall
Theatre Royal Plymouth
Nationale Opera & Ballet
Concertgebouw
Wilminktheater
DeLaMar Theater

Seating capacity
2,021
465
1,700
1,271
1,594
2,430
1,001
1,550

3.2.2 Research strategy
The general orientation for this research is qualitative and therefore “emphasizes words rather than
qualification in the collection and analysis of data” (Bryman, 2012, p. 714). A qualitative approach is
chosen since the goal of this research (to learn more about transparency of environmental policy of
British and Dutch theatres) is easier to express in words than with numbers or statistics. However, the
research has quantitative aspects, e.g. usage of the Transparency Score Card theory.

3.3 Research method & data collection
The methods used here affect the reliability and validity of this research. In this section, methods and
their implications are discussed.

3.3.1 Policy analysis
Predominantly, this research is based on policy analysis, which is a type of content analysis focusing
on examination of written texts. It can be explained as a “technique for making inferences by
objectively and systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages” (Holsti, 1969, p. 14).
Content analysis focuses on who/what gets reported, where it gets reported, how much gets reported
and why it gets reported (Bryman, 2012). Also, attention must be paid to what is left out (Bryman,
2012).
Content analysis can be both quantitative and qualitative. This research focuses on qualitative content
analysis aimed at “searching-out of underlying themes” (Bryman, 2012, p. 557). The themes are
explained using phrases from the text. Codes are used to do this in an objective and consistent way to
reduce the influence of researcher’ bias and intra-coder variability. The last is concerned with
consistency of coding over time (Bryman, 2012). Coding concerns assigning code, a word or short
phrase, to certain important text parts that represent something useful to the research (Saldaña, 2015).
The codes given to certain themes and subjects are generated by the researcher and thus interpretative
(Bryman, 2012; Saldaña, 2015). A list of codes is made in advance, known as the coding frame.
Coding is a crucial aspect of analysis and interpretation: it breaks data apart in a relevant way
(Bryman, 2012). However, there is criticism on coding. Some argue it makes data lose context,
making it fragmented. Therefore, it is important to read the surrounding text of each coded piece
(Bryman, 2012).
Since no participants are involved in policy analysis, ethical scrutiny is not required (Bryman, 2012).
Also, it allows for replication and longitudinal research. There are downsides too: the quality of
analysis depends on the quality of the documents accessible. Therefore, four criteria are assessed in the
Chapter 5: authenticity, credibility, representativeness and meaning of the documents (Scott, 1990).
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Authenticity concerns the genuineness and originality of the document. Credibility focuses on the
interest of the writer and the accuracy of the document. Representativeness concerns which documents
are available for the researcher and sampling. Meaning focuses on understanding and significance of
the document (Scott, 1990). Besides, even though objectivity is the goal, coding is subject to
interpretation (Bryman, 2012).
The documents used for this research are obtained from the theatres’ websites and already publicly
accessible. According to some scholars, this is a distinct level of reality because it is a documentary
reality (Bryman, 2012). Therefore, other sources of data are also used: expert interviews.

3.3.2 Semi-structured expert interviews
Two expert interviews are conducted. Interviews provide detailed and in-depth knowledge (Bryman,
2012). The nature of the interviews is semi-structured. This means that interview guides are
developed, which give the interviews direction. These interview guides are based on three concepts
that refer to the sub-questions. For each concept a number of questions is developed (see Appendix I).
However, the interviewer is not obligated to ask all questions, nor bounded to the order of questions
(Bryman, 2012). In this way, there is room to ask more questions when an interesting topic comes up.
Furthermore, the questions are more general than those in a structured interview and are open-ended to
go more into depth (Bryman, 2012).
The goal of these interviews is to achieve a more enhanced view on sustainability in policy within
Dutch theatres. This knowledge is used as background information for this research. The data is not
specifically used in the analysis in Chapter 4 and 5, but is intertwined throughout the research. The
first expert is Ilana Cukier, program manager at Bureau 8080. She is selected for her knowledge of the
sustainability program at the Wilminktheater. The second expert is Bjorn Schrijen, researcher at the
Boekmanstichting. He is chosen for his knowledge on sustainability policy of Dutch cultural
organisations in general. The interviewees did not preferred to stay anonymous. By interviewing these
experts more knowledge is extracted than analysing environmental policy alone, creating a more
enhanced view. Also, due to the COVID-19 crisis, interviews were conducted over the phone/by
Skype to have a conversation without bringing the health of interviewees in danger. Also, the crisis led
to alteration of the research in general. During the lockdown, theatres closed and had other priorities.
Therefore, the choice was made to no longer conduct interviews with theatre staff. Although online
interviews were still possible, theatres were not responding to the e-mails sent out and in consultation
with the internship organisation the decision was made not to bother them any further in these difficult
times.

3.3.3 Validity
The way of conducting this research has consequences for the validity. Validity is concerned with the
“integrity of the conclusions that are generated from a piece of research” (Bryman, 2012, p. 717). Four
types of validity are distinguished, the first being measurement validity: “the degree to which a
measure of a concept really reflects a concept” (Bryman, 2012, p. 713). For the policy analysis part
coding is executed using concepts from the conceptual framework. The first concept is represented by
codes based on the theory by Snow & Benford (2000), which guarantees strong reflection of the
concept by the codes. The other codes are not are not based on a theory and are therefore weaker. For
the interview part an interview guide is developed in which each sub-question/concept is represented
by a number of questions. The answers given to these questions reflect these concepts properly,
although this cannot be estimated with complete certainty. Therefore the measurement validity is
estimated as medium to high.
Second is internal validity. This focuses on whether the causal relationship found is not influenced by
other variables (Bryman, 2012). In this research no clear causal relationship is researched. However, it
is assumed that sustainability ambitions lead to sustainable accomplishments. If not, transparency is
low since ambitions are unfounded. The aim of the research is to be as sure as possible within the
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limits of this research, but one can never be completely sure of the relationship between these
variables. Also, other factors might influence transparency of sustainability policy. Therefore the
internal validity is medium.
Third is external validity. This concerns generalization of results outside the research context
(Bryman, 2012). Eight medium/large-sized theatres are selected: four in each country. This research is
limited to this number of cases because of limited time available. The selection is made by searching
websites of theatres for environmental policy and using knowledge of colleagues of Bureau 8080. This
is a purposive, non-probability method of sampling (Bryman, 2012). Part of this research is concerned
with framing: a constructivist approach which believes multiple realities exists because every
individual creates its own reality. Therefore, generalizations should made with caution (Guba &
Lincoln, 1994). Consequently, external validity is low to medium.
Fourth is ecological validity. This concerns “whether social scientific findings are applicable to
people’s every day, natural social settings” (Bryman, 2012, p. 711). This research is conducted in the
real world, and policy documents/webpages are not influenced by researching them. However,
interviewees are likely to act differently because they are being interviewed and recorded (with
permission), and that findings will be publicized. However, interviews are a minor part of this
research. Therefore, ecological validity is medium, as is the overall validity.

3.3.4 Reliability
The way of conducting this research also has consequences for the reliability. Reliability is described
as the degree to which results can be repeated, and points to the accuracy and consistency of the
research (Bryman, 2012; Van Thiel, 2014). Similar to validity, reliability consists of different aspects,
the first being stability. This refers to whether a measure is stable over time and can be found again. If
this is true, there is little variation in results over time. The stability of this research is medium,
because it is expected that the relation between sustainability ambitions and accomplishments, and
these factors themselves alter over time since environmental awareness is rising and innovations to
improve sustainability are made. This affects the ambitions and accomplishments of theatres. Also,
these theatres already started their sustainable transition, which is a process that changes them.
The second aspect is internal reliability. This refers to the consistency of results. Policy documents and
websites are not as susceptible to inconsistency as persons. Inconsistency during interviews was not
the case: both respondents were consistent in their answers. Therefore the internal reliability is high.
The third aspect is inter-observer consistency. This assesses inconsistency of interpretation when
research results are interpreted by multiple observers (Bryman, 2012). Since just one observer
conducted this research inter-observer inconsistency cannot occur. Therefore, inter-observer reliability
is high. Intra-observer consistency, which concerns the level of consistency one researcher has over
time, is also taken into account. Variation is limited by using a structured and systematic way of
conducting policy analysis and interviews. Therefore, intra-observer consistency is medium to high, as
is the overall reliability.

3.4 Data analysis
3.4.1 Coding of policy analysis
A coding frame is created using concepts from the conceptual framework. These are used as
sensitizing concepts. Multiple codes are covered by each concept (‘theme’ here). The codes are
established before analysis, but because coding is a “constant state of potential revision and fluidity”,
codes are altered during analysis (Bryman, 2012, p. 568). The software ATLAS.ti is used for coding
the documents. This allows the researcher to add codes to sentences/sections in uploaded documents
that can be easily looked up afterwards.
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The first theme (‘framing sustainability ambitions’) is connected with the first sub-question. Framing
is coded using Snow & Benford’s (2000) theory that framing has three tasks: diagnostic, prognostic
and motivational framing. These tasks are used as codes since they show of what elements a frame is
constructed and are used for the framing aspect of the comparison in the third sub-question. The
second theme (‘sustainable accomplishments’) refers to the second sub-question and is also used for
the accomplishments aspect of the comparison in the third sub-question. The code ‘actions’ is used to
label which specific actions are taken. Thereafter, success and impact of these actions is assessed,
since it helps analysing the level of commitment to the ambitions by the theatre. This helps answering
the third sub-question. The third theme (‘transparency British/Dutch theatres’) focuses on differences
between and compatibilities among Dutch and British theatres. Also the concept ‘greenwashing’ and
‘value-action gap’ are codes under this theme since they arise from a lack of transparency.
Transparency is also assessed using the Transparency Score Card theory, although this is not reflected
in the coding frame. Together, these three themes form the basis of the results used to answer the
research question.
Table 3 Coding frame with main themes and codes.

Theme
Framing
sustainability
ambitions

Code
Diagnostic framing

Sustainable
accomplishments

Actions
Success
Impact
Compatibility Dutch
theatres
Differences Dutch
theatres
Compatibility British
theatres
Differences British
theatres
Differences between
British and Dutch
theatres
Greenwashing

Transparency
British/Dutch
theatres

Prognostic framing
Motivational framing

Value-action gap

Explanation
Framing the issue and addressing responsibility for the
issue
Articulation of the solution/strategy to solve the issue
Creating a rationale to engage people to apply the
solution/strategy
Actions taken to improve sustainability of the theatre
The level of success of taken actions
The level of impact of taken actions
Similarity between expressed ambitions and
accomplishments at Dutch theatres
Differences between expressed ambitions and
accomplishments at Dutch theatres
Similarity between expressed ambitions and
accomplishments at British theatres
Differences between expressed ambitions and
accomplishments at British theatres
Differences in transparency between British and Dutch
theatres
The level of exaggeration, unfoundedness or falseness
of environmental performances
The level of lacking correspondence between values
and actions

3.4.2 Coding of interviews
The expert interviews are audio-recorded and transcribed. Transcripts are analysed using ATLAS.ti
software, which allows for analysis of qualitative data by using codes for each theme that comes up
during the interview. This is thematic analysis, in which the researcher extracts core themes from the
transcripts (Bryman, 2012). The same coding frame is used here (see Table 3).
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Chapter 4: Analysis
4.1 Framing of sustainability ambitions
In this section, the first sub-question is discussed: ‘How do British and Dutch theatres frame their
sustainability ambitions in their public statements?’. All eight theatres are analysed individually, after
which a conclusion is drawn for this sub-question.

4.1.1 National Theatre
The National Theatre has a detailed environmental policy, which is accessible through their website
(National Theatre, n.d.a.). This environmental policy explains clearly why action is necessary to
become more sustainable: “evidence of catastrophic environmental collapse is growing ever clearer,
from extreme weather events to widespread extinction of species”, caused by global temperature rise
(National Theatre, n.d.a., no page number). Even a ‘climate emergency’ is declared. The theatre
emphasizes that they are partly responsible and state:
“Theatre, like all industries, has an impact: we create work that is inherently temporary; that makes
use of raw materials, of heat, light and sound; that asks people to travel to a particular location at a
particular time.” (National Theatre, n.d.c., no page number).
Diagnostic framing is recognized here since a problem is defined and responsibility is acknowledged
(Snow & Benford, 2007). The theatres’ proposed solution (prognostic framing) is to lower carbon
emissions and strive for carbon neutrality in 2050. They are optimistic about the difference they can
make because their industry is based on creativity and people willing to make a change. They also
point to their role in telling stories, shaping culture, and encouraging empathy and understanding
(National Theatre, n.d.a.). Hence, they have the possibility to educate visitors on sustainability issues.
Motivational framing is recognised here (Snow & Benford, 2007).
Four commitments are defined to achieve carbon neutrality: embedding sustainability in all practises,
set yearly carbon-reduction goals, report progress annually and share experiences within the sector
(National Theatre, n.d.a.). Therefore, action must be taken throughout the theatre. First, staff must be
involved and their ideas must be listened to. Moreover, visitors should be encouraged to lower their
emissions when visiting the theatre. Furthermore, the building should be continuously improved
regarding water and energy use. Also carbon emissions related to touring should be minimized.
However, they state that (inter)national infrastructure should be transformed to reach carbon
neutrality. Lastly, carbon emissions should be taken into account when producing shows. Therefore,
the theatre cooperates with production teams, which can lead to sector-wide inspiration.
Furthermore, the theatre dedicated a webpage to environmental sustainability (National Theatre,
n.d.b.). Here, goals concerning waste reduction and recycling are set and participation in Julie’s
Bicycle pilot Creative Green certification scheme is presented. Another webpage is dedicated to their
‘climate emergency’ declaration. This repeats the statements about the climate emergency and goals
from their environmental policy.
Concluding, the theatre frames the sustainability ambitions in their public statements as an aim for
carbon neutrality in 2050. They clearly describe the aspects they focus upon to reach this ambition.
The importance of this ambition is emphasized by declaring a climate emergency.

4.1.2 Royal Court Theatre
The Royal Court Theatre presents a detailed environmental policy too. The policy starts with
acknowledging that they are responsible for their environmental impact, especially as a leader in the
cultural sector (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.a.; Snow & Benford, 2007). This is diagnostic framing. Their
proposed solution (prognostic framing) focuses on minimising environmental impact by ‘reducing,
reusing and recycling’. Also, by addressing sustainability issues in shows programmed, they hope to
raise awareness and engage visitors, which is motivational framing.
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The theatre published an action plan in their environmental policy. This plan consists of commitments:
complying policy with environmental legislation, making sustainability a core value in
policies/practises, using low-energy lighting technologies, and creating awareness amongst staff to
‘encourage a culture of shared responsibility’ (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.a., no page number). An
Environmental Sustainability Steering Group and the management team regularly discuss progress and
new plans. Other commitments include communication of initiatives and progress, measuring progress
using targets, reducing water/energy use, avoiding travel pollution, considering sustainability of
suppliers and partners, developing digital platforms for promotion and communication, and serving
local, trace-able food from suppliers that take animal-welfare into account (Royal Court Theatre,
n.d.a.).
Besides, a webpage on sustainability policy is published (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.b.). Here is
described how their policy is in line with the SDGs and some One Planet principles. This shows that
global goals are taken into account when framing sustainability ambitions. Another webpage is
dedicated to their ‘credible plan for a just transition to carbon net zero through 2020’. Here, they state
their goal “to reduce the amount of carbon in the atmosphere. (…) Ours is a reduction and removal
strategy combining carbon reduction and offsetting what remains.” (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.c, no
page number). With this strategy, they believe to be a leader in this field and an inspiration to visitors
and cultural organisations. The theatre states: “[c]ultural organisations are (…) an important platform
to inform, influence and communicate with the public. We believe our net zero strategy is transferrable
to domestic living.” (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.c, no page number). Lastly, the theatre declares that
climate and social justice are important in their strategy.
During the webinar ‘Creative climate chats with Julie’s Bicycle’ their executive director Davies
explained the choice for the title ‘credible plan for a just transition to carbon net zero through 2020’.
Language and the words ‘credible’ and ‘just’ are extremely important to her since these words
represent the climate justice movement ideals (Ahmed et al., 2020). Current structures of power are
threatened by this movement, according to Davies. Here, she touches upon contributing to fighting
global issues from a local level. Consequently, the ambitions of the theatre are framed as part of this
movement. Also, Davies explains the choice for addressing this challenge through 2020: “you just
need to start. (…) for us it had to be about starting the work and just go doing it rather than ‘we will
have done it by…’” (Ahmed et al., 2020, no page number). Besides, Davies frames sustainability
ambitions also as part of ‘a version of deep creative green’ that they are working on with other theatres
in the London Theatre Consortium together with Julie’s Bicycle.
Furthermore, Davies states that leaders in the theatre industry can, although they are not environmental
experts or scientists, lead environmental transition. Involving staff is important, hence why they
created working groups for each topic. They “meet with experts, talk with loads of people, and then
(…) gathered back together and created this strategy that is completely held by every single Royal
Court staff team. It has really empowered people” Davies states. She continues: “[i]t has really
allowed people to plug into this (…) they feel they can bring what they care about to it” (Ahmed et al.,
2020, no page number). By involving staff members, the theatre uses the ‘brilliance of their team’.
During this process, environmental justice and sustainability have become central to the theatres’
thinking (Ahmed et al., 2020).
Concluding, the theatre frames their sustainability ambitions in their public statements as a just
transition necessary to reduce the amount of carbon in the atmosphere, and to meet the SDGs and
some One Planet principles. Also, they frame them as part of the climate (and social) justice
movement. As a cultural organisation they emphasize the importance of taking responsibility since
they can inform, inspire and influence visitors. Their environmental policy shows how these ambitions
can be achieved.
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4.1.3 Liverpool Philharmonic Hall
The Liverpool Philharmonic Theatre states in their environmental sustainability policy that they aim to
fully understand and minimise their environmental impact, to “strive to reach the highest practicably
achievable standards in environmental sustainability throughout our business operations” and to
improve continuously (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017, no page number). This is prognostic
framing, since it proposes a solution. Subsequently, the theatre created an action plan, incorporating a
list of aims, including reducing waste and water/energy use (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017).
They aim to improve acting responsibility and create a ‘proactive sustainability culture’ with engaged
employees. Also, they plan to install recycling bins in public areas, take sustainability into account
when procuring goods/services, encourage sustainable modes of transport for employees/
visitors/artists, communicate about sustainability goals and results to employees/visitors/stakeholders,
and use a benchmark of other UK concert halls to measure environmental performance. This list is
followed by a list of proposed actions: creating effective leadership regarding sustainability, reporting
results and goals in the Review of the Year and to the Board of Trustees, yearly reviewing and
updating objectives, making sustainability part of key meetings, and working with an Environmental
Sustainability Action Group & Environmental Champions Group (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall,
2017).
Also, they aim to “develop a positive culture of environmental awareness, personal and corporate
responsibility across our employees, artists, performers, promoters, audiences, participants, clients and
contractors, and anyone else who may be affected by our actions or activities”, which is motivational
framing since it incites others to action (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2018, no page number; Snow &
Benford, 2007). The executive director states that policy initiatives are already embraced by their
employees (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017).
Concluding, the theatre frames sustainability ambitions as lowering environmental impact. A list of
aims and corresponding actions is created to lower this. Moreover, the role of engaging employees and
visitors in this process, and the importance of reporting and reviewing progress is emphasized.

4.1.4 Theatre Royal Plymouth
The environmental sustainability policy of the Theatre Royal Plymouth states that they recognise that
their activities affect the environment. Therefore it is their responsibility to reduce their environmental
impact and thereby ‘protect and enhance the local and global environment’ (Theatre Royal Plymouth,
2017). This recognition of responsibility is diagnostic framing. After already making progress they
aim for further improvement, guided by an environmental sustainability policy and corresponding
action plan. Also, five commitments are established. The first concerns managing the theatre in an
ethically and environmentally sustainable way. The second focuses on complying all policy with
statutory requirements and codes of practise. The third focuses on reducing electricity/water use,
waste, and pollution of air/land. Recycling is part of this commitment. The fourth concerns involving
partners, visitors and employees in the process towards a more sustainable theatre by communicating
about sustainability policy, required actions and current performance. The theatre aims to monitor
performances to see improvements. The last commitment focuses on sourcing environmental products
whenever possible (Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017). A Green Team meets twice a year to discuss
progress and further actions. These commitments are examples of prognostic framing.
Objectives are listed in different themes. The first is ‘theatre business and production’, which focuses
on the organisations’ carbon footprint and sustainability of suppliers. The second theme, ‘energy and
water management’, focuses on monitoring and reducing energy and water use. ‘Waste’ is the third
theme, concerned with ‘working towards zero waste to landfill’ and thus monitoring and increasing
the recycling rate. The fourth is ‘catering’ and focuses on using local, seasonal, ethical products,
offering vegetarian/vegan dishes, and minimalizing food waste. The fifth, ‘marketing and
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communication’, concerns policy transparency to relevant actors, including visitors. ‘Travel’, the last
theme, focuses on monitoring and lowering travel emissions by staff and visitors.
Concluding, sustainability ambitions in their public statements are framed as a “commitment to help
reduce the impact of our activities on the environment” (Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017, no page
number). Interesting is the emphasis on protecting and enhancing the local and global environment.
These ambitions are persecuted by the Green Team using the environmental sustainability policy, in
which commitments and objectives are established.

4.1.5 Nationale Opera & Ballet
In their annual report, the Nationale Opera & Ballet mentions that, as a theatre, they have an
exemplary function (Nationale Opera & Ballet, 2018). Also, in their mission and vision they state that,
although not necessarily focused on environmental sustainability, they value connecting tradition with
renewal and strive to be innovative. However, no mission or vision regarding sustainability is
described. Consequently, diagnostic framing is lacking.
Sustainability is only discussed in the theatres’ annual report. Here, they state that they are working
towards a Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment-certification (BREEAMcertification). This is a certificate given out by the Dutch Green Building Council after assessment of
sustainability performance of buildings (Dutch Green Building Council, n.d.). This measures is
prognostic framing, although relatively weak. Motivational framing is not present.
Concluding, sustainability ambitions are not clearly framed in their public statements. Their aim to be
innovative and renewing is mentioned, but not applied to sustainability. Moreover, both diagnostic and
motivational framing are lacking.

4.1.6 Concertgebouw
In their financial statements, the Concertgebouw incorporated the importance of passing the theatre on
to the next generation in ‘top condition’ in their official vision (Concertgebouw, 2018). This could
include preparing the Concertgebouw for a sustainable future, but is not specifically mentioned. In a
different paragraph in this document the theatre focuses on sustainability and presents ‘the green
Concertgebouw’. Two sustainability goals are defined: lowering food waste with 20% in the next two
years and lowering carbon emissions with 40% in the next five years by cutting down energy-use
(Concertgebouw, 2018). Plans include installing LED-lighting systems and energy-saving
investments, which is prognostic framing. Diagnostic and motivational framing are lacking here.
‘Green ambitions’ are also reflected on their webpage about BREEAM-certification (Concertgebouw,
2017a). These ambitions are described as making necessary infrastructural changes for a more
sustainable and environmental friendly business. On another webpage ‘turning more and more green’
is emphasized too. This means that they are working to achieve a sustainably functioning organization
(Concertgebouw, 2017b).
Concluding, the Concertgebouw frames sustainability ambitions in their public statements as a
transition towards a ‘green Concertgebouw’. This colour is emphasized in all public statements. To
turn ‘greener’, two goals are formulated.

4.1.7 Wilminktheater
The Wilminktheater has taken up sustainability in their annual report (Wilminktheater, 2019). Here,
they state that sustainability was made a structural part of policy over the last years. To measure
progress, the BREEAM-NL In Use certification scheme is used. After achieving ‘good’ certification
(two stars), the Wilminktheater now aims for ‘excellent’ certification (four stars) (Wilminktheater,
2019).
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The subtitle on their webpage ‘spotlights on sustainability’ shows their focus on the topic
(Wilminktheater, n.d.a.a.). They state that sustainability is high on their agenda because, as a cultural
organisation, they must contribute to a better climate and more sustainable world. This aim has led to
changes already and more adjustments are planned to make the theatre more sustainable. This is
prognostic framing. Interesting is how the theatre looks at the role of visitors, who are encouraged to
visit by bike, not to print tickets, but show them online, and to use waste sorting bins for recycling.
Actions aimed at engaging visitors are motivational framing (Snow & Benford, 2007).
Concluding, sustainability ambitions in their public statements are framed as structural part of policy.
They focus on improvement of sustainability in the theatre and see this as necessary because they
believe that cultural organisations should contribute to a better society. Also, they emphasize the role
of visitors. However, a problem definition is lacking here.

4.1.8 DeLaMar Theater
The DeLaMar Theater pays attention to sustainability in their policy too and published a webpage
about sustainability in their theatre (DeLaMar Theater, n.d.a.). Their aim is to do everything to be the
‘greenest theatre possible’. Consequently, sparing the environment is one of their most important goals
and their policy is aimed at making sure they contribute to protecting the environment and guarantee
safety for employees, visitors and suppliers (DeLaMar Theater, n.d.a.). This is prognostic framing, but
diagnostic framing is lacking.
Sustainability is important because they are visited by over 300,000 guests each year for whom they
have to set an example, according to the video on their webpage. Moreover, they love to tell their
guests more about their sustainability efforts (DeLaMar Theater, 2019). This focus on influencing
guests is motivational framing.
One of their goals concerns food and drinks: they aim to serve only biological meat and fish in their
restaurant, to lower meat consumption by introducing ‘Meatless Monday’, and to expand locally
produced and biological product use. Recycling coffee grounds and plastics is another goal (DeLaMar
Theater, n.d.a.). Furthermore, they plan to install water taps for sparkling water to lower plastic bottle
consumption and aim to ‘banish’ all plastics (DeLaMar Theater, 2019). Also, they state to be doing
more than required by law. Consequently, they achieved a Green Key Gold certificate, an international
quality mark for the recreation and leisure industry, and thus ‘do everything they can to save the
environment, without compromising their guests on comfort and quality’ (Green Key, n.d., no page
number).
Concluding, sustainability ambitions in their public statements are framed as sparing and protecting
the environment by limiting environmental impact. This is a high priority and something they are
willing to do everything they can for, according to their public statements. This is framed as a way to
become ‘the greenest theatre possible’.

4.1.9 Conclusion
To answer the sub-question, eight theatres are analysed focusing on how they frame sustainability
ambitions. It stands out that none of the theatres provides a definition of what they see as
sustainability. Consequently, diagnostic framing is lacking at most theatres. However, the National
Theatre declares a ‘climate emergency’, which shows how this theatre frames sustainability as
something needed urgently. This and other findings are displayed in Table 4.
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Table 4 Results of the first sub-question.

Framing of sustainability ambitions
‘climate emergency’
‘responsibility’/‘setting an example’

‘lowering carbon emissions’
‘carbon neutrality’
‘minimizing environmental impact’
‘better climate and more sustainable world’
‘green’
‘contributing to SDGs/One Planet principles’
‘certification’
‘visitor involvement’
‘embedding sustainability as core value’
Presence environmental policy

Theatre(s)
National Theatre
National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre,
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, Theatre Royal
Plymouth, Nationale Opera & Ballet,
Wilminktheater, DeLaMar Theater
National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre,
Concertgebouw
National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre
Royal Court Theatre, Liverpool Philharmonic
Hall, Theatre Royal Plymouth
Wilminktheater
Royal Court Theatre, Concertgebouw, DeLaMar
Theater
Royal Court Theatre
Concertgebouw, Wilminktheater, DeLaMar
Theater
Royal Court Theatre, Liverpool Philharmonic
Hall, Theatre Royal Plymouth, Wilminktheater
National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre,
Wilminktheater
National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre,
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, Theatre Royal
Plymouth

Moreover, the majority of the theatres (mostly British) frames sustainability ambitions as lowering
their environmental impact and that this is their responsibility as a cultural organisation since they
have to set an example. This is diagnostic framing. Especially the Royal Court Theatre emphasizes
how they aim to fight global issues from a local level and frames their sustainability ambitions as part
of the climate justice movement. The Wilminktheater and DeLaMar Theater frame sustainability as
their responsibility since they have large visitors numbers, for whom they have to set an example,
which is motivational framing.
Furthermore, compared to Dutch theatres, more British theatres have an environmental policy and thus
frame their sustainability ambitions within this policy document. All researched British theatres have
an environmental policy, whereas Dutch theatres publish about sustainability ambitions on their
website, or address it as a part of their annual report/financial statements and thus frame sustainability
ambitions through these channels. Interestingly, the National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre and
Wilminktheater aim to adopt sustainability as core value in their theatre/policy.
Three quarters of Dutch theatres researched frames BREEAM-NL In Use-certification as one of their
main sustainability ambitions. In the meantime, they achieved this. The Wilminktheater even aims for
improvement of their BREEAM-score. The DeLaMar Theater, aims for Green Key-certification and
has achieved this too.
Besides, the National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre and Concertgebouw frame sustainability ambitions
as a way to lower carbon emissions. The National Theatre and Royal Court Theatre even aim for
carbon neutrality. Moreover, the Royal Court Theatre, Theatre Royal Plymouth and Liverpool
Philharmonic Hall frame sustainability ambitions as a way to minimize environmental impact. The
Wilminktheater frames sustainability ambitions as a way to contribute to a better climate and more
sustainable world, whereas the Concertgebouw frames them as a means to create a sustainable and
environmentally friendly business, and to become ‘green’. This shows compatibility with the ‘deep
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creative green’ ambitions of the Royal Court Theatre, the ambition of the DeLaMar Theater to become
the ‘greenest possible’ and Green Teams, as discussed later in this sub-conclusion. ‘Green’ is linked
with sustainability ambitions, but it is not explained what this entails. The ways proposed to become
more sustainable is prognostic framing, which is present at every theatre analysed.
Ways presented to accomplish sustainability ambitions include involving staff, e.g. through working
groups & Green Team (Royal Court Theatre), an Environmental Sustainability Steering Group
(Theatre Royal Plymouth) or an Environmental Champions Group & Environmental Sustainability
Action Group (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall). These groups track progress and steer the process.
Important is that the Royal Court Theatre emphasizes that you have to start right away, steered by
creative climate leadership. Furthermore, the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, Royal Court Theatre,
Theatre Royal Plymouth and Wilminktheater frame visitors as part of the solution. By encouraging
them to make sustainable choices regarding their theatre visit, they hope to make a lasting impression
and cause them to alter behaviour, which is motivational framing.
To conclude, sustainability ambitions are framed in many different ways. Although none of the
theatres provides a sustainability definition, one can see that most theatres focus on impact
minimization and emission reduction. Therefore, they see sustainability as something that has to do
with minimizing impact on the climate and environment. To use Snow & Benford’s (2007) framing
theory: all theatres use prognostic framing, but both diagnostic and motivational framing are lacking at
some theatres.

4.2 Sustainable accomplishments
The second sub-question reads: ‘What sustainable measures have been accomplished by British and
Dutch theatres according to their public statements?’. The theatres are discussed individually again,
after which a sub-conclusion is drawn.

4.2.1 National Theatre
The National Theatre already reduced their carbon impact: since 2016 the carbon impact of energy,
waste and water in one of their buildings was reduced by 25% (National Theatre, n.d.a.). This led to
improvement from a G to B Display Energy Certificate. This was achieved by installing LED-lighting
and an improved monitoring systems, which brings them closer towards reaching carbon neutrality in
2050 (National Theatre, n.d.b.). Furthermore, an assessment of their touring impact took place to
decrease impact. However, to be able to decrease this “radical changes to national and international
transport infrastructure are needed to reach carbon neutrality” and thus to achieve their ambition
(National Theatre, n.d.a., no page number).
On their webpage is stated that “some major steps towards improving environmental sustainability”
are taken (National Theatre, n.d.b., no page number). This includes recycling 67% non-production
waste, contributing to their 2022 target of 75%. Regarding production waste, only 43% was recycled
when the webpage was published. Another step taken is generating power through a combined heat
and power plant. Since its energy production is insufficient, solar and wind energy is procured
(National Theatre, n.d.b.). Furthermore, a ground source heat pump is installed in one of their
buildings, which uses the ground for heat extraction and storage, depending on demand. This lowers
energy demand. Also, they started using reusable cups in their bars, saving 200,000 single-used ones
in three months (National Theatre, n.d.b.). Moreover, through collecting coffee grounds the theatre
produces eco-heating briquettes and the restaurant menu was reconsidered in 2018 in cooperation with
the Sustainable Restaurant Association. Now they offer more vegan/vegetarian options, meat and 60%
of fruit/vegetables must originate from England. Other products must be Fairtrade or Rainforest
Alliance. To continue, a rainwater collection tank is installed which supplies water for flushing the
toilets in three buildings, and a sedum roof with beehives is created. Also flowers and plants are
planted on the terraces for bees. Furthermore, the production process is reviewed to understand how
environmental impact can be reduced (National Theatre, n.d.b.).
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Concluding, the theatre has taken many sustainability measures according to their public statements.
Measures taken are in harmony with their main sustainability ambition: reaching carbon neutrality in
2050, since the measures focus on many different aspects of the theatre. They are also in line with
their climate emergency frame.

4.2.2 Royal Court Theatre
The Royal Court Theatre has also taken measures to accomplish sustainability ambitions. Due to the
creation of a ‘credible plan for a just transition to carbon net zero through 2020’ the theatre started an
intern conversation. The team was split up in expert working groups that reported back to each other
(Ahmed et al., 2020). This conversation took place over two years and was followed by ‘some
incredible fast action’, according to executive director Davies. She states that net zero has already been
achieved, encouraged by the COVID-19 crisis. This gave them time to work out their sustainability
plans (Ahmed et al., 2020). Offsetting remaining carbon emissions are likely to have helped here, but
are not mentioned other than in their ambitions (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.c.). Besides, the theatre
organised sessions with freelancers, e.g. designers and technicians, to engage them too (Ahmed et al.,
2020). However, except for this webinar, information about achieving net zero cannot be found in
other public statements by the theatre or other media.
Moreover, the theatre is part of a London-wide programme aimed at carbon and energy reduction. As
a collective they achieved 15% energy and carbon reduction in five years. Also, the energy used is
renewable, although, they still aim for energy usage reduction (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.b.; Royal
Court Theatre, n.d.c.). Furthermore, they replaced printers with more sustainable ones and use ‘the
greenest paper possible’ (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.c.).
Although the theatre does not specifically point out all the actions taken, it is clear that they have taken
a large number of sustainable measures. They indicate that their goal of net zero emissions is achieved,
which cannot have been done without taking measures as well as offsetting carbon emissions. In their
environmental policy they include a list of commitments that might have been fulfilled.

4.2.3 Liverpool Philharmonic Hall
The environmental sustainability policy of the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall includes a list of actions
that must be taken. However, it does not show any actions taken yet, except for participation in Julie’s
Bicycle Spotlight Programme, which helps lowering impact (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017).
However, their webpage, titled ‘Liverpool Philharmonic Introduces New Measures to Improve
Environmental Sustainability’, proves that measures were taken since the creation of the
environmental sustainability policy.
The theatre started taking environmental impact into account when refurbishing the theatre in 2015.
Also, they created an Environmental Champions Group, including musicians and staff, to engage
employees, visitors and suppliers. According to their executive director, they already raised awareness
on lowering environmental impact among their employees and visitors. In addition, the theatre
installed an electric vehicle charging point to support electric driving. They also encourage car sharing
and walking to work among staff (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2018). Likewise, visitors are
encouraged to walk, bike or take public transport to the theatre. Furthermore, the theatre is working
with sustainable suppliers and started monitoring materials used for printing (now FSC-certified paper
and sustainable inks at companies with Carbon Balances Publication Printers), packaging of
consumable goods and containers. To continue, they stopped using disposable cups and now use
(polycarbonate) glasses and crockery. Straws are nowadays compostable and recycling bins are placed
behind the theatre (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2018).
Lastly, the theatre collaborates with universities to create opportunities to lower emissions and
improve energy performance (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2018). Findings will be applied to the
theatre and city-wide. This focus outside the theatre is also shown by participation in the Liverpool
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Knowledge Quarter’s Sustainability Network and Joint Transport Stakeholder Group (Liverpool
Philharmonic Hall, 2018).
Concluding, the theatre shows to have taken actions to lower environmental impact according to their
public statements. The theatre is especially active in engagement of staff and visitors, and regarding
participation in networks to implement sustainability measures city-wide.

4.2.4 Theatre Royal Plymouth
In their environmental policy, the Theatre Royal Plymouth has formulated many commitments and
objectives. One measure taken is creating a Green Team (Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017). Also, a tool
developed by Julie’s Bicycle is used to monitor environmental performance. Moreover, they planned
an environmental policy review for 2022 since they aim to review this policy every four years.
To conclude, other than the measures mentioned above, the theatre has not expressed concrete
sustainable measures taken in their public statements. Concluding, the sustainable measures
accomplished are, according to their public statements, fairly little.

4.2.5 Nationale Opera & Ballet
In their annual report, the Nationale Opera & Ballet states to have installed LED-lighting in the
lobbies and studios (Nationale Opera & Ballet, 2018). This lowers electricity use. The theatre also
replaced a great number of dimmer units and switch bars, for which they reused parts of old dimmer
units. About 7,200 kWh a year is saved due to these new control electronics (Nationale Opera &
Ballet, 2018).
To conclude, besides what is discussed here, the theatre has not mentioned other sustainable measures
in their public statements. Concluding, similar to the Theatre Royal Plymouth, the sustainable
measures accomplished seem, according to their public statements, fairly little.

4.2.6 Concertgebouw
The Concertgebouw, similar to the Nationale Opera & Ballet, installed LED-lighting, which caused a
6% electricity use reduction for lighting (Concertgebouw, 2018). Also, they invested in an Optivolt
system, automatic fire extinguishing system, and heat-cooling control, which all lower emissions.
Furthermore, the air-conditioning system is connected to a cold water system, which saves about
167,000 kWh a year (Concertgebouw, 2018). To achieve BREEAM-NL In Use-certification, smaller
projects were executed, resulting in waste reduction and better separation. However, the content of
these projects is not specifically mentioned. The Concertgebouw also states that action is taken since
2013 to make the theatre environmentally friendlier, but the content of these actions is not specified
either. However, they state that a 18% emission reduction is achieved (Concertgebouw, 2017a).
BREEAM-NL In Use-certification for the building and building management is achieved in 2017
(Concertgebouw, 2017a). Improvement of the climate system in the largest hall, switching to LEDlighting, and offering sustainable and biological food and drinks contributed to this (Concertgebouw,
2017a; Concertgebouw, 2017b). Moreover, food waste is reduced, cleaning products are replaced with
biodegradable alternatives, they started growing vegetables and herbs for own use, and installed water
taps to reduce bottled water demand.
Concluding, a number of sustainable measures are taken according to the public statements. This
shows that the ambition to become ‘greener’ is taken seriously. However, not all taken measures are
specified in their public statements, making it somewhat unclear what actions are taken.

4.2.7 Wilminktheater
The Wilminktheater took steps to make sustainability a structural part of policy, according to their
annual report (Wilminktheater, 2019). Sustainability measures taken include separating waste and
reducing energy use. They also pay attention to sustainability of procured products/services, e.g.
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biological coffee, and aim to buy local products from ‘honest suppliers’. They use palm oil-free frying
oil (Wilminktheater, 2019; Wilminktheater, n.d.a.). Moreover, recycled bathroom products are used
and waterless urinals are installed.
Besides, the Wilminktheater mentions to have installed solar panels, making them partly self-sufficient
(Wilminktheater, n.d.a.). Together with the Municipality of Enschede and Strukton, a construction and
railway company, the theatre forms an ‘energy team’ focused on lowering energy use, e.g. by
stimulating staff to switch unused devices off, and installing onstage LED-lighting and movement
sensors in staircases. Also, waste separation bins are placed to separate paper/cardboard, residual
waste, glass, cups, plastics/packaging and swill (Wilminktheater, n.d.a.).
Concluding, quite a number of sustainable measures taken are listed. Similar to other theatres, the
measures affect many different aspects of the theatre and show that they are taking their set ambitions
seriously.

4.2.8 DeLaMar Theater
The DeLaMar Theater also took action, as explained on their webpage and in the video. First, they
achieved the highest Green Key certificate: gold. This shows they have worked on improving
sustainability. Actions contributing to the achievement of the certificate include installing a heating
and cooling pump and storage system, improved isolation (e.g. three-layered glass at the façade of the
theatre), and instalment of LED-lighting throughout the building (except onstage) (DeLaMar Theater,
n.d.a.). These measures lower energy use. Energy is procured via a renewable energy collective.
Moreover, the theatre switched to cooking on induction to lower gas use and created a bee hive on the
roof to support preservation of honeybees. Besides, the theatre serves biological, sustainable, seasonal
and locally produced products in their restaurant, e.g. Tony’s Chocolonely (DeLaMar Theater, n.d.a.).
Also outside of catering, collaboration with sustainable partners is valued (DeLaMar Theater, 2019).
Furthermore, plastic waste is reduced by using paper cups/wooden stirrers/biodegradable straws,
getting rid of mono-packing, and encouraging artists/employees to use glasses/refillable bottles.
Interestingly, plastics are not separated yet, only paper, glass, swill and residual waste are. Lastly,
paper used is FSC-labelled, cleaning products are ECO-labelled, and showers, urinals and water taps
are water saving (DeLaMar Theater, n.d.a.).
Concluding, several measures are taken that make the theatre ‘greener’. These measures affect energy
use, bee preservation, recycling of waste streams, and food and drink options. This shows that their
sustainability ambitions are spread throughout the theatre.

4.2.9 Conclusion
To answer this sub-question, the theatres are analysed individually again, focusing on what sustainable
measures are accomplished according to their public statements. It stands out that most theatres
present quite a list of measures taken. Findings are presented in Table 5.
Table 5 Results of the second sub-question.

Measures
Recycling waste/waste reduction

Reducing energy use

-

Through instalment LED-lighting

Theatre(s)
National Theatre, Liverpool Philharmonic Hall,
Concertgebouw, Wilminktheater, DeLaMar
Theater
National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre,
Nationale Opera & Ballet, Concertgebouw,
Wilminktheater, DeLaMar Theater
National Theatre, Nationale Opera & Ballet,
Concertgebouw, Wilminktheater, DeLaMar
Theater
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-

Through instalment improved heat &
cooling system
Procuring/producing renewable energy
Improvement touring model
Water saving sanitary facilities
Sustainable printers/paper
Adjustment catering menu
Green Team
Label/certificate

National Theatre, Concertgebouw, DeLaMar
Theater
National Theatre, Wilminktheater, DeLaMar
Theater
National Theatre
DeLaMar Theater
Royal Court Theatre, Liverpool Philharmonic
Hall, DeLaMar Theater
National Theatre, Concertgebouw,
Wilminktheater, DeLaMar Theater
Royal Court Theatre, Liverpool Philharmonic
Hall, Theatre Royal Plymouth
National Theatre, Nationale Opera & Ballet,
Concertgebouw, Wilminktheater, DeLaMar
Theater

Measures that often recur include recycling/reducing waste and reduction of energy use. This can be
achieved by switching to LED-lighting or through instalment of an improved heat and cooling system.
Not only reduction of energy is important, so is procurement of renewable energy, like the National
Theatre and DeLaMar Theater do, or producing it using solar panels on the roof, as the
Wilminktheater does. Other measures taken include lowering emissions of the touring model,
instalment of water saving sanitary facilities, and using sustainable paper, inks and printers. Also,
reviewing the menu in theatre restaurants and bars to include more vegan/vegetarian options and local,
biological and Fairtrade products is important. This is mostly done by Dutch theatres. These measures
have been taken after setting up green teams, which can be seen as an indirect measure. The Royal
Court Theatre even created a conversation with the whole team before taking action.
Many sustainable measures taken are aimed at achieving a label or certificate. First, the National
Theatre improved from a G to B Display Energy Certificate. Second, three Dutch theatres achieved
BREEAM-NL In Use-certification and the Wilminktheater aims to improve this certification even
further. The DeLaMar Theater achieved Green Key Gold certification.
However, not all measures are explained clearly. Both the Royal Court Theatre and Concertgebouw
state to have taken action and show results, but do not specify what these actions include. Also, the
examples given only seem a part of actions taken.

4.3 Sustainability ambitions and accomplishments compared
In this section, the third sub-question is discussed: ‘How do sustainability ambitions of British and
Dutch theatres come forward in their actual accomplishments in this field as communicated in their
public statements?’ The theatres are discussed individually, after which a sub-conclusion is drawn.
These results are used for the analysis in the fourth sub-question.

4.3.1 National Theatre
In short, the sustainability ambitions of the National Theatre are focused on lowering carbon emissions
and striving for carbon sustainability in 2050 because they declared a climate emergency and see it as
their responsibility to do something about their impact. This ambition results in a detailed
environmental policy reflecting four commitments: embedding sustainability in all practices, setting
carbon reduction targets yearly, reporting progress yearly and sharing experiences with other cultural
organisations (National Theatre, n.d.a.). This goal is very ambitious and therefore likely to be hard to
fulfil.
As discussed in §4.2, the theatre implemented a wide array of measures. The majority of these
measures affects their carbon footprint, e.g. recycling waste/coffee grounds, using renewable energy,
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installing a heat and power plant, improving the touring model, using renewable cups and improving
their catering menu (National Theatre, n.d.b.). Also their concern about extinction of species is
addressed through the creation of a sedum roof with beehives and plants on the terrace for the bees.
The theatre states that carbon impact is reduced already, which is proved by the improvement of their
Display Energy Certificate.
However, except for the first commitment, no attention is paid in their public statements to the other
commitments. This does not necessarily mean that these are not fulfilled, since it is possible that their
results are not publicly accessible. Concluding, most of their sustainability ambitions come forward in
their actual accomplishments in a clear and detailed way. However, this can be improved by publicly
reporting on progress, new carbon reduction goals and experiences, as stated in their commitments.

4.3.2 Royal Court Theatre
To recap, the main sustainability ambition of the Royal Court Theatre is a just transition to net zero
through 2020 and thus reducing carbon levels in the atmosphere. Again, this is a big ambition and thus
hard to fulfil. To minimize carbon impact, they focus on ‘reducing, reusing & recycling’. By making
sustainability a core policy value and engaging staff, they hope to achieve these goals. Ambitions are
framed as part of the climate justice movement and linked to the SDGs and One Planet principles
(Royal Court Theatre n.d.a.; Royal Court Theatre, n.d.c.).
As discussed, to fulfil these ambitions, the two-year conversation and freelancer sessions to engage
staff are emphasized (Ahmed et al., 2020). Together, they composed an action plan, which includes
switching to renewable energy and sustainable printers (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.b.; Royal Court
Theatre, n.d.c.). Other sustainable measures are not discussed in their public statements, nor is
offsetting emissions, which is mentioned in §4.1. However, their executive director states that their
main sustainability ambition (net zero) is already achieved (Ahmed et al., 2020).
Concluding, since they achieved their main sustainability ambition, one could state that their
ambitions come forward in a clear way in their actual accomplishments. The sum of the impact
reduction of the actions taken has resulted in achieving their sustainability ambition. However, it
remains unclear how this is actually achieved.

4.3.3 Liverpool Philharmonic Hall
To repeat, the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall aims to understand and minimise environmental impact,
strive to reach the highest environmental sustainability standards practicably possible, and keep
improving (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017). This is again a rather big ambition. An environmental
sustainability policy and action plan are set up. Actions taken so far contribute to lowering
environmental impact. These include promoting sustainable ways of transportation (e.g.
walking/electric driving), working with sustainable suppliers and monitoring material use. Moreover,
switching to non-disposable items and recycling waste lowers environmental impact as well. Fourth,
collaboration with three universities helps achieving their aim of understanding how environmental
impact can be lowered and their ambition to keep improving since it contributes to developing
solutions.
Collaboration with the Liverpool Knowledge Quarter’s Sustainability Network, Joint Transport
Stakeholder Group and Julie’s Bicycle Steering Program can help implement action but does not
directly improve their environmental impact. The same goes for the Environmental Champions Group
and Environmental Sustainability Action Group. These groups help implementation of actions since
they improve employee engagement.
However, one promise is not lived up to: in 2017 they promised to “[c]ommunicate our goals and
results publicly through our Review of the Year”, but no sustainability goals or results can be found in
the 2018-2019 review (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017; Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2019).
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To conclude, sustainable ambitions are partly well reflected in their sustainable accomplishments. The
theatre has shown to have taken several measures that lower environmental impact and help
understand better how to do so. Nevertheless, to reach the ‘highest environmental sustainability
standards practicably possible’, more action must be taken than what is currently done according to
their public statements. However, since this is a big ambition, it should be taken into account that it is
hard to accomplish this in just a few years.

4.3.4 Theatre Royal Plymouth
In short, the Theatre Royal Plymouth aspires to ‘protect and enhance the local and global
environment’ by taking responsibility for their environmental impact. Therefore, they aim to lower
their carbon footprint (Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017). This ambition is somewhat smaller than
ambitions expressed above, although still ambitious. To do so, five commitments were made. First,
ethically and environmentally sustainable management. Second, complying policy with statutory
requirements and codes of practise. Third, reducing waste/electricity/water use and pollution of
air/land. Fourth, involving partners, visitors and employees through communication about policy,
actions and performance, and fifth, monitoring performance (Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017). Besides,
five objectives are stated, including goals for catering based on local, seasonal products and
minimizing food waste, transparency, awareness among the staff, and doing business with sustainable
suppliers.
To accomplish these ambitions a Green Team is created, which touches upon the ambition to involve
staff. Moreover, the theatre started monitoring performance which is compatible with their ambition to
communicate about their environmental performance. Lastly, the theatre planned a review of their
environmental policy for 2022.
To conclude, one could state that the sustainability ambitions of the theatre are not well brought
forward in their actual accomplishments. The theatre mentions many commitments and objectives, but
actions taken are lacking. Therefore accomplishments mentioned in their public statements are fairly
minimal, although they do address their ambitions slightly.

4.3.5 Nationale Opera & Ballet
Unlike the British theatres researched, the Nationale Opera & Ballet does not have a clear
sustainability ambition. As discussed, they mention to have an exemplary function, and strive to be
innovative and renewing. Both are rather small ambitions, therefore easier to achieve, and quite vague
(Nationale Opera & Ballet, 2018). In their annual report they mentioned to aim for BREEAM-NL In
Use-certification, which was achieved in 2019 (Dutch Green Building Council, 2019). However, this
achievement is not mentioned in their public statements. The theatre lowered electricity use through
instalment of LED-lighting in lobbies and studios, and new control electronics. Also, old dimmer units
were reused (Nationale Opera & Ballet, 2018).
To conclude, it is hard to determine how these ambitions come forward in their actual
accomplishments, since it is unclear what their ambitions entail. If their general ambition of being an
example and innovative is seen as their sustainability ambition, these ambitions come somewhat
forward in their accomplishments. They achieved the BREEAM-NL In Use-certificate and have taken
other measures that show their environmental concern, which can be seen as exemplary for society.
Nevertheless, the measures taken are not really innovative nor renewing, since they have been around
for a while.

4.3.6 Concertgebouw
In short, the sustainability ambitions of the Concertgebouw focus on turning into ‘the green
Concertgebouw’ (Concertgebouw, 2018; Concertgebouw, 2017b). Consequently, the theatre focuses
on lowering food waste and energy use to reduce emissions. By installing LED-lighting and taking
other measures they aim for BREEAM-NL In Use-certification. To continue, the Concertgebouw
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aspires to be a more sustainable and environmentally friendly business, which is a relatively small
ambition compared to other theatres (Concertgebouw, 2017a).
To achieve these ambitions, the Concertgebouw has taken a number of measures. Installing LEDlighting and improved air-conditioning & heating systems have reduced energy use (Concertgebouw,
2018). Altering their menu to include more sustainable and biological options, improving waste
separation and lowering waste have reduced carbon emissions. Also food waste has decreased,
cleaning products have become biodegradable, vegetables and herbs are grown in their garden and
water taps are installed. This makes the theatre ‘greener’. Consequently, the Concertgebouw achieved
a BREEAM-NL In Use-certificate and thereby completed one of their sustainability ambitions
(Concertgebouw, 2017a). The theatre mentions that other small measures were taken, whose content is
unknown. This makes it unclear to which ambitions these measures relate.
Concluding, sustainability ambitions come forward in a clear and true manner in their actual
accomplishments, as stated in their public statements. Each ambition is backed-up by a number of
measures. However, ‘becoming greener’ is a vague ambition that cannot be easily reflected by a
certain measure.

4.3.7 Wilminktheater
In short, the Wilminktheater aspires to make sustainability a structural part of their policy since they
are responsible to act sustainable as a cultural organisation (Wilminktheater, 2018; Wilminktheater,
n.d.a.). Therefore, ‘spotlights are put on sustainability’ and the BREEAM-NL In Use-certification
scheme is used to do so. After BREEAM-NL In Use-certification as ‘good’ they now aim for
‘excellent’. Also, the visitors’ role in this process is emphasized, e.g. by installing waste separation
bins in public areas (Wilminktheater, n.d.a.).These ambitions are smaller compared to other theatres.
To accomplish these ambitions a number of actions are taken, including energy use reduction. This is
done through instalment of LED-lighting, movements sensors and solar panels, purchasing
sustainable, biological and local products, and using recycled toilet products. Also the instalment of
waterless urinals and creation of an ‘energy team’ contribute to making sustainability a structural part
of their business.
Concluding, ambitions are defined in a broad way and do not focus on specific aspects. Therefore, it is
harder to ascribe accomplishments to a certain ambition. However, all actions taken address
sustainability and affect parts throughout the theatre. This shows that sustainability has become
integrated in their policy, which is one of their ambitions.

4.3.8 DeLaMar Theater
To recap, the DeLaMar Theater presents its sustainability ambitions as an aim to become the ‘greenest
theatre possible’. This is quite a big ambition and will take a lot of effort to achieve. To accomplish
this ambition sparing the environment and environmental protection are considered as high priorities
(DeLaMar Theatre, n.d.).
Sparing the environment means using less natural resources and reducing carbon emissions. Actions
the theatre has taken that lower energy use and thus spare the environment include switching to LEDlighting, installing an improved heating & cooling system, and improving building isolation (DeLaMar
Theater, n.d.a.). Besides, electricity is procured from renewable sources, which lowers emissions.
Moreover, local, biological and sustainable products are served that have a lower environmental
impact. Impact is also decreased by minimizing plastic use. Recycling paper, swill and glass also
reduces the demand for natural resources. Lastly, water saving sanitary facilities lower fresh water use,
which can be scarce.
Reducing plastic use protects the environment from plastic waste. Protecting the environment is also
done by creating a beehive on the roof to support the preservation of honeybees, which are threatened
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with extinction. Furthermore, by using FSC-certified paper the theatre protects tropical forests
worldwide from deforestation (Forest Stewardship Council, n.d.). Using ECO-labelled cleaning
products also protects the environment from the negative impact of chemicals.
To conclude, DeLaMar Theater has taken actions aimed at their two goals (sparing and protecting the
environment) that contribute becoming ‘the greenest theatre possible’. These sustainability ambitions
come forward clearly in their actions so far, as is communicated on their webpage. However, the
theatre states to be willing to ‘do everything they can’. Although steps are made in the right direction,
the theatre is not yet doing everything they can to accomplish their ambitions. Also, becoming ‘the
greenest theatre possible’ is a vague ambition because it remains unclear what ‘green’ entails and this
cannot be measured. However, since this ambition is big, it is hard to achieve this fast.

4.3.9 Conclusion
To answer the sub-question, the theatres are analysed individually again, focusing on how
sustainability ambitions are reflected in their actual accomplishments, as communicated in their public
statements. Results are displayed in Table 6.
Table 6 Results of the third sub-question.

Findings
Detailed list of actions

Accomplishment main ambition
Not all ambitions well reflected

Vague ambitions

Theatre(s)
National Theatre, Liverpool Philharmonic Hall,
Concertgebouw, Wilminktheater, DeLaMar
Theater
Royal Court Theatre
National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre,
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, Theatre Royal
Plymouth
Nationale Opera & Ballet, Concertgebouw,
Wilminktheater, DeLaMar Theater

Among the majority, ambitions are reflected in a clear way in their accomplishments, as
communicated through their public statements. These theatres present detailed lists of taken measures
that each align with their ambitions. In the case of the Royal Court Theatre, actions taken led to
accomplishment of their main ambition: net zero carbon emissions, according to their executive
director (Ahmed et al., 2020). However, they did not provide insight in which actions were taken
leading to this success.
Nevertheless, in some cases not all sustainability ambitions are well reflected: ambitions are only
partly reflected or reflected minimally. In other cases, including all Dutch theatres, sustainability
ambitions are formulated vaguely or broad, making it hard to link them to certain accomplishments.
For example, the Concertgebouw and the DeLaMar Theater aim to become ‘greener’, but what does
this entail and what accomplishments can be seen as linked to this ambition?
One should take into account that sustainability ambitions differ in size. Large ambitions are harder to
accomplished, whereas smaller ambitions can be easier accomplished. Interesting is that hardly any of
the theatres researched sets quantitative targets, which would make it easier to link actions to
ambitions and to measure progress. Moreover, a lack of measures aimed at fulfilling a certain
sustainability ambition does not certainly mean that no action is planned to fulfil these ambitions, but
this may still need to be done or is simply not published.

4.4 Transparency regarding sustainability ambitions
In this section, the fourth sub-question is discussed: ‘How transparent are British and Dutch theatres
regarding sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments?’. The theatres are analysed using the
Transparency Score Card (TSC) theory (Piechocki, 2004). This theory uses a linguistic, thematic and
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depth indicator to assess transparency, using multiple criteria per indicator. These are included in
Appendix II, together with scores of each theatre for all criteria. Results of the third sub-question are
used as well. After the analysis, a sub-conclusion is drawn.

4.4.1 National Theatre
The linguistic indicator is the first TSC indicator and is concerned with how information about
sustainability efforts is communicated and structured (Piechocki, 2004). The National Theatre obtains
a 0.24 score here. The theatre describes their environmental policy in a well-structured text, using
proper subheadings, themes and language. Pictures are used to support the text on their webpage.
Furthermore, a wide array of examples of measures taken is provided. Also, by declaring a climate
emergency they frame sustainability as a priority. However, the theatre does not provide an interaction
opportunity with the public about their environmental policy.
The second indicator concerns the themes dealt with in the public statements (Piechocki, 2004). Here,
the National Theatre obtains a 0.09 score. Strengths include the way they set out their vision (the
climate emergency declaration and aim for carbon neutrality in 2050), strategy (their list of
commitments) and how ecological indicators are described (environmental impact is recognized).
Also, they pay attention to recycling waste and lowering energy/fresh water use. On the other hand,
sustainable investments and other participating interests are not mentioned, nor is explained how they
work on their ambitions within the organisation, e.g. with a green team. However, stated is that they
“want staff to feel empowered to examine their own practice and decision making, with ideas for
change filtering throughout the National Theatre” (National Theatre, n.d.c., no page number).
The third indicator focuses on the depth of information provided and is composed of five subindicators. The National Theatre obtains a 0.24 score. The first sub-indicator focuses on verifiability of
information (Piechocki, 2004). Here, the theatre does not do well since provided information is
unverifiable. The second sub-indicator concerns provided data. The theatre is transparent on this front
because they indicate why the environmental policy was created (a climate emergency) and show
sustainability is taken into account throughout their production cycle (improving their touring model,
serving local & Fairtrade food) (National Theatre, n.d.c.; National Theatre, n.d.b.). Regarding the third
sub-indicator, ethical dilemmas, the theatre is not transparent. The fourth sub-indicator focuses on
creating an open dialogue. Here, the theatre shows that involvement of staff is important, but does not
mention creation of an open dialogue. The last sub-indicator concerns objectives and results. The
theatre sets qualitative and quantitative targets, and shows measured progress. Also, they have
translated their principles into policy and have set goals. Nevertheless, the theatre does not indicate
how discrepancy in planning of actions is handled.
When these three indicators are inserted in the transparency value formula a 0.24 score is obtained.
This shows that transparency regarding environmental policy is not optimal in absolute terms.
However, compared to other theatres, transparency is relatively high, since it is the second highest
transparency value in this research. As a result of the promises made, it is likely that transparency will
increase in the future. This is in line with the expectation of Gupta et al. (2020) that transparency
pushes for ever more transparency.
When the results from the third sub-question are used, which are solely looking at transparency
regarding sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments the theatre is doing well too. They
explicitly mention which actions are taken and these are linked to their ambitions in a clear way,
implying that transparency on this subject is high. Nevertheless, the theatre has not yet reported on
progress, new carbon reduction goals or shared experiences with the sector as promised. Therefore
transparency can be further increased. These findings are supported by five TSC criteria that focus on
this subset of transparency: setting out the company’s vision and strategy (criteria 2.4, see Appendix
II), setting out key environmental indicators (criteria 2.9), translating business principles into policies
(criteria 7.1), measuring results and comparing them with quantitative goals (criteria 7.3), and
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providing an explanation for discrepancy (criteria 7.4) (Piechocki, 2004). The theatre has scored well
on the first three, but not the last two.
Concluding, transparency regarding sustainable ambitions and actual accomplishments is sufficient,
but can be further improved by paying attention to criteria such as ethical dilemmas and reporting on
progress, as well as fulfilling promises made in their environmental policy.

4.4.2 Royal Court Theatre
The Royal Court Theatre scores a 0.24 on the linguistic indicator. Their public statements are set up
using proper themes and subheadings, and the journalistic style is comprehendible for a large public.
Also, good use is made of examples and the statements show that the theatre prioritizes their ‘credible
plan towards a just transition towards carbon net zero’. Also, the theatre interacts with the public on
this topic using surveys (Royal Court Theatre, n.d.b.). However, there is a lack of supporting graphics,
tables and figures.
On the second indicator, the theatre obtains a 0.18 score. They did well on setting out vision and
strategy, and incorporated the executive directors’ view. This is not the case for reviewing ratified
guidelines, codes, principles and memberships, or mentioning sustainable investments and other
participating interests. They described well how they cooperate within the theatre by working in teams
and creating an Environmental Sustainability Steering Group to achieve goals set. Furthermore, social
justice, environmental impact, emissions and waste management are taken into account.
The theatre obtains a 0.32 score on the depth indicator. They did not pay attention to the first and third
sub-indicator: verifiability of information and ethical dilemmas. Regarding the second sub-indicator
the theatre shows well how they take sustainability into account throughout their chain (e.g. working
with local, trace-able suppliers) and why the environmental policy and action plan were drawn up
(Royal Court Theatre, n.d.a.). The theatre did well on the fourth indicator too: they show how staff is
involved in the dialogue by creating expert teams and an Environmental Steering Group. Regarding
the last sub-indicator, the theatre shows how they translate principles into their environmental policy
and action plan, set both quantitative and qualitative targets, shows progress by mentioning that net
zero is achieved, and makes promises for the future (Ahmed et al., 2020). Nevertheless, discrepancy
regarding planning of actions is not mentioned in their public statements.
Using these scores in the formula results in a 0.27 transparency value. Similar to the other theatres,
transparency is not optimal, but compared to other theatres the Royal Court Theatre has the highest
transparency value.
When looking at transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments solely,
the theatre seems to be doing good as well. After articulating their ambition to achieve ‘net zero’, they
accomplished this already according to their executive director (Ahmed et al., 2020). This shows that
these ambitions are taken seriously. Also, the plan is made by the entire team. Nevertheless, the
content of the action plan and how they achieved results so fast is not published and therefore remains
unclear. The earlier mentioned five TSC criteria focusing on this subset support these findings. The
theatre scores well on setting out vision, strategy and environmental indicators, and translating
business principles into policies. However, measuring results and comparing them with quantitative
goals, and providing an explanation for discrepancy are criteria not scored well on (Piechocki, 2004).
This shows that the theatre is on the right track but information about how results are achieved is
lacking.
Concluding, the transparency value is higher than for other theatres. When looking at transparency
about sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments the theatre seems to be quite transparent
too, although there is still a lack of transparency since it is unclear how results are achieved.
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4.4.3 Liverpool Philharmonic Hall
For the linguistic indicator the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall obtains a 0.22 score. The theatre sets out
themes about sustainability on their webpage in a logical manner, using appropriate subheadings.
Also, comprehensive, understandable language is used (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2018; Liverpool
Philharmonic Hall, 2017). The theatre shows that sustainability is a priority in their policy and offers a
possibility for interaction on this topic. However, no pictures or supporting graphics are used and the
examples given are minimal.
For the thematic indicator the theatre is ascribed a 0.18 score. They show that through their
Environmental Champions Group and Environmental Sustainability Action Group employees are
involved, as well as “artists, performers, promoters, audiences, participants, clients and contractors,
and anyone else who may be affected by our actions”, since they aim to create a culture of
environmental awareness (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017, n.d., no page number). Also, executive
director Jones addresses the commitment to their ambition. The environmental sustainability policy
clearly sets out the vision and strategy of the theatre: striving continuously lowering environmental
impact (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017). Furthermore, attention is paid to environmental
indicators (e.g. waste management, research & development activities and emission reductions) and
social indicators (e.g. equal gender base and mental health programme) in their review of the year
(Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2019). This is, however, not addressed in their public statements on
environmental policy. Economic indicators and sustainable investments are not addressed.
A 0.26 score is achieved for the depth indicator. For the first (verifiability of information) and third
(ethical dilemmas) sub-indicator, the theatre did not provide information and is therefore not
transparent. For the second sub-indicator, focusing on data, the theatre performed better. The theatre
shows why environmental policy is developed and which stakeholders are involved when turning
policy into reality. This includes suppliers, which shows that sustainability is taken into account
throughout their supply chain. The fourth sub-indicator focuses on creating open dialogue. Although
the theatre does not mention the creation of one, they claim to engage staff and create a culture of
environmental awareness (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017). The fifth sub-indicator concerns
objectives and results. The theatre translates their business principles properly into policy and presents
a list of aims and actions. However, no quantitative or specific qualitative targets are set.
Consequently, quantitative targets and parameters are lacking, although they mention a benchmark is
used to compare performance with other UK concert halls. Also, the theatre does not mention how
discrepancy is handled nor do they show progress, except for the new measures presented in 2018.
A 0.23 transparency value is obtained when inserting these scores in the formula. Again, this shows
that transparency is not optimal in absolute terms. When compared with other theatres, this score is
somewhere in the middle, above the average of 0.18, and therefore relatively good.
If only transparency regarding accomplishments in relation to sustainability ambitions is analysed, one
could say that the theatre is a bit less transparent. Ambitions are partly lived up to, but more action
must be taken to reach “the highest practicably achievable standards in environmental sustainability
throughout our business operations” (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, 2017, no page number). Also,
reports on progress and the action plan are not publicly accessible, which lowers transparency.
Besides, their promise to report on goals and results in their Review of the Year is not fulfilled. The
five TSC criteria focusing on this subset support these findings. The theatre scores well on criteria
concerning setting out their vision, strategy and environmental indicators, but performs worse when it
comes to translating these principles into policy. Also for measuring progress in quantitative terms and
reporting discrepancy, the theatre does not score well.
Concluding, the theatre is quite transparent since its transparency value is similar to other British
theatres. When it comes to sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments, the theatre is quite
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transparent too, although principles could be translated better into policy and setting quantitative
targets could improve transparency too.

4.4.4 Theatre Royal Plymouth
Interestingly, the Theatre Royal Plymouth mentions transparency about policy and progress as one of
their main objectives (Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017). The theatre obtains a 0.18 score on the
linguistic indicator. This indicates that they have a clearly set up environmental policy when it comes
to themes, subheadings and journalistic style (Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017). Also, it shows what the
theatres’ priorities are. The document is accessible through their website. Nevertheless, linguistic
transparency could be improved by adding graphics, tables, figures and examples/case studies to
support the text, and creating an opportunity for interaction.
For the thematic indicator a 0.13 score is ascribed. Vision and strategy are well set out and a green
team was set up. Moreover, the theatre pays attention to their environmental impact, energy/
paper/water use and waste management. These factors all contribute to a higher transparency value
(Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017). However, the theatre does not make a division between sustainable
and current investments, nor does it set out social indicators.
A 0.33 score is obtained for the depth indicator. The first sub-indicator concerns verification of
information, which is not possible in this case. The second sub-indicator focuses on data. Here, the
theatre explains why the environmental sustainability policy was created, deals with
environmental/social impact, and indicates which parts of the theatre are involved in the process. The
third sub-indicator focuses on ethical dilemmas: these are not mentioned. The theatre scores well on
the fourth sub-indicator: creation of an open dialogue. They state to “[c]ommunicate and engage our
staff, partners and customers with our environmental policy, actions and performance” and thus create
a dialogue with those involved (Theatre Royal Plymouth, 2017, p. 2). The fifth sub-indicator concerns
objectives and results. The theatre scores well on setting qualitative targets and making promises.
However, no quantitative targets are set and no data or parameters are used to measure progress, which
has not been reported yet.
When these scores are inserted in the formula, a transparency value of 0.24 is obtained. This is among
the highest transparency values in this research. Therefore transparency is high in relation to other
theatres, although in absolute terms not optimal, e.g. creating quantitative targets and reporting on
progress could improve transparency.
When only transparency concerning sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments is taken into
account, the theatre is not quite transparent. As discussed, the theatres’ ambitions are not well brought
forward in their accomplishments since these are described minimally. The five TSC criteria that touch
upon this transparency subset show that the theatre scores well for setting out vision and strategy, less
for setting out environmental indicators, and low for measuring results using quantitative targets and
showing where any discrepancy might come from. This supports the findings above since it shows that
ambitions are well set out, but not well translated into policy and measures, resulting in a lack of
corresponding accomplishments.
Concluding, the theatre has a relatively high transparency value compared to other theatres, but when
one is looking at transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and accomplishments, transparency
is far lower. However, the environmental sustainability policy of the theatre is created for 2018
through to 2022. Consequently, (planned) actions may have not been taken yet, making it seem as if
the theatre is not honouring its commitments.

4.4.5 Nationale Opera & Ballet
The Nationale Opera & Ballet is assigned a 0.16 score on the linguistic indicator. They describe
sustainability actions in a logical structure and easily readable style in their annual report. Also, the
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theatre states to have an exemplary function, and to value renewal and innovation (Nationale Opera &
Ballet, 2018). These priorities are minimally reflected in their sustainability performances. Besides,
the theatre does give very few examples and no cases are discussed to clarify their statements.
Moreover, no supporting graphics, tables and figures are used, nor is there an opportunity to get in
contact with the theatre about their environmental policy.
On the thematic indicator the theatre obtains a 0.05 score. Vision and strategy regarding sustainability
are not shown clearly, although a general statement is made. This differs from other theatres
researched. Furthermore, the theatre does not set out economic/social indicators, and does not pay
attention to incidents and sustainable investments. However, they do describe how they lowered
energy use and reused old electronic parts (Nationale Opera & Ballet, 2018).
A 0.08 score is obtained for the depth indicator. Regarding the first and second sub-indicator, the
theatre has not done well: verification of information is impossible, the reason why environmental
policy was made is not given and no attention is paid to how is dealt with sustainability throughout
their production chain. Furthermore, the report does not mention how ethical dilemmas, the third subindicator, are handled. Also, when it comes to creating dialogue with stakeholders and employees, the
fourth sub-indicator, the theatre is lacking. Moreover, regarding the fifth sub-indictor, there are no
quantitative or qualitative standards set, making it difficult to measure progress. Also, the theatre does
not mention how they handle discrepancies in planning. However, some promises about the future are
made, although minimal.
Using these three scores in the formula leads to a 0.09 transparency value. Compared to other theatres,
this value is the lowest transparency value in this research and lies far below average. The theatre has
not fulfilled many TSC criteria and could improve transparency on many different aspects.
When focusing on transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments, it is
hard to make a statement since the theatre is unclear about their ambitions. Besides mentioning their
exemplary role, and aim to be renewing and innovative, no specific sustainability ambitions are
expressed. This makes it hard to find out whether these ambitions are fulfilled. However, some
minimal action is been taken according to their public statements. Nevertheless, transparency on this
subset is low. This conclusion is supported by the five TSC criteria that focus on this subset. Vision
and strategy are not well set out and consequently, sustainable business principles are not well
translated into policy. Also, results are not measured and discrepancy cannot be explained or indicated.
However, the theatre describes that BREEAM-NL In Use-certification will be achieved after some
small measures, which they did according to another source (Dutch Green Building Council, 2019).
This certificate shows that the theatre must have made serious efforts to become more sustainable.
However, since this is not shown publicly, one could state that the theatre is not very transparent about
this. A possible explanation for this could be the word limit Dutch cultural organisations have to deal
with in their annual report, as Schrijen (personal communication, August 10, 2020) states. He explains
that theatres which are part of the cultural basic infrastructure (BIS), which is a selection cultural
organisations in the Netherlands, might keep their sustainability ambitions rather general and vague to
limit word use. The Nationale Opera & Ballet is included in the BIS.
Concluding, the theatre has low transparency in absolute and relative terms. When looking at
transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and accomplishments, it is hard to make a comparison
since both aspects are not described properly. Therefore, transparency for this subset is low too.

4.4.6 Concertgebouw
The Concertgebouw obtained a 0.24 score on the linguistic indicator. Subheadings are used properly
and the texts are written in an understandable way. A video, photos and some examples are used to
support these texts (Concertgebouw, 2017a; Concertgebouw, 2017b). Besides, ‘turning green’ is an
ambition that often recurs in these texts, showing that this is a priority. Also, besides the financial
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statements, information can be found on their website although there is no possibility for interaction
with the theatre on the topic.
On the thematic indicator, the theatre obtains a 0.09 score. The Concertgebouw shows the
participating interest of the BankGiroLoterij, which supports the theatre financially (Concertgebouw,
2017a). Also, vision and strategy are well described and attention is paid to their environmental
impact, energy use, waste management and emission-reductions. As a result, the theatre scores high on
these criteria. Nevertheless, the theatre does not score well for paying attention to social factors,
mentioning incidents, and distinguishing between sustainable and current investments.
A 0.32 score is obtained for the depth indicator. Verification of information, the first sub-indicator, is
not possible. The second sub-indicator concerns data, e.g. why sustainability policy was created,
which interests are involved and how is dealt with social/environmental impact. On these criteria they
scored well. The third sub-indicator concerns ethical dilemmas. No attention is paid to this. The fourth
sub-indicator focuses on evidence of an open dialogue with stakeholders and employees. The public
statements of the theatre do not show any proof of this. The last part is focused at objectives and
results. The theatre has translated their ambition to turn ‘greener’ into two measurable objectives:
reducing carbon emissions with 40% and lowering food waste with 20% in the next five years
(Concertgebouw, 2018). Moreover, progress made is shown, but they also show that one of their
targets set in 2012 was not met yet and that they try to find out how to meet it after all. However, no
explanation is given why this target is not met. Also, no data is provided to track progress.
A 0.24 transparency value is obtained when inserting these indicators in the formula. This shows that
transparency is not optimal in absolute terms, but that the theatre has relatively high transparency
compared to other theatres.
When focusing on transparency regarding sustainability ambitions in relation to accomplishments, it
becomes apparent that a number of clearly formulated actions are taken to fulfil these ambitions. Also,
progress is made regarding emission reductions and BREEAM-NL In Use-certification is achieved.
This shows that sustainability ambitions are taken seriously. Nevertheless, there is a small unexplained
inconsistency regarding food waste reductions. Whereas they state on their webpage to lower this by
25%, their annual report says 20% (Concertgebouw, 2018; Concertgebouw 2017b). Even though the
theatre is, like the Nationale Opera & Ballet, part of the BIS and thus has to conform to the word limit
too, they managed to be far more transparent about their sustainability ambitions and accomplishments
than the Nationale Opera & Ballet (Schrijen, 2020). This conclusion is supported by the five TSC
criteria focusing on this subset of transparency. The Concertgebouw has scored well on setting out
vision, strategy and environmental indicators, translated these principles into their policy and measures
results in a quantitative manner. Only addressing discrepancy is lacking. As a result they are quite
transparent.
Concluding, the theatre has a relatively high transparency value compared to other theatres. When
looking at transparency of sustainability ambitions in relation to accomplishments, transparency is
higher than for other theatres in this research, mostly because quantitative targets are used.

4.4.7 Wilminktheater
On the linguistic indicator the Wilminktheater obtains a 0.24 score. Texts are written in a clear style
using appropriate themes and subheadings, as well as pictures to support the text. However, no figures,
graphics or tables are used. Also, the theatre gives examples to show what actions are taken and how
sustainability is valued as a priority. Similar to other theatres, no possibility for interaction in response
to the sustainability statements is offered.
Regarding the thematic indicator, the theatre achieves a 0.09 score. They have shown that the
municipality of Enschede and Strukton have a participating interest since they collaborate in the
‘energy team’ (Wilminktheater, n.d.a.). Furthermore, vision and strategy are well set out, and they pay
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attention to their environmental impact, carbon emissions, waste management and energy/paper/water
use. On the other hand, no attention is paid to social indicators or sustainable investments.
A 0.26 score is obtained for the depth indicator. The first sub-indicator concerns verifiability of
information, which is low. The second sub-indicator focuses on data. Here, the theatre has done well:
they indicate that the sustainability policy was drawn up to contribute to a better climate and a
sustainable world (Wilminktheater, n.d.a.). Also, they explain other interests involved (e.g. the energy
team). Moreover, attention is paid to seeking out sustainable suppliers and taking sustainability into
account throughout their chain. The third sub-indicator focuses on ethical dilemmas, which are not
addressed. The fourth sub-indicator concerns creating an open dialogue with stakeholders and
employees. The theatre does not show this clearly in their public statements: they only state that
employees are encouraged to adopt more sustainable behaviour. However, Cukier (personal
communication, August 6, 2020), who advices and guides the Wilminktheater regarding their
sustainability program on behalf of Bureau 8080, points out that in reality there is far more employee
involvement. Several departments work on their own projects, e.g. the marketing department is
developing a brochure wrapped in biodegradable plastics. Also, a Green Team is set up in which
employees and renters of the theatre are represented (Cukier, personal communication, August 6,
2020). This shows that the theatre is doing more than is shown in their public statements, which could
even be seen as the opposite of greenwashing. The fifth sub-indicator concerns objectives and results.
The theatre shows that business principles (‘to contribute to a better and more sustainable world’) are
well translated into policy and actions. Moreover, qualitative targets are set, e.g. upgrading BREEAMNL In Use-certification. However, quantitative targets and parameters are lacking, and the theatre does
not explain how discrepancy between targets and accomplishments is handled.
Inserting these scores in the formula leads to a 0.21 transparency value. In absolute terms,
transparency is not optimal. Relatively, this score is low compared to other theatres, although it is
much higher than the transparency value of the Nationale Opera & Ballet. When focusing on
transparency of sustainability ambitions in relation to accomplishments the theatre is quite transparent.
Sustainability ambitions are defined in a broad way and their accomplishments so far contributed to
fulfilling these ambitions. Besides, in the interview with Cukier (personal communication, August 6,
2020) it appeared that the Wilminktheater does more than is expressed in their public statements. This
shows that sustainability plays a bigger role in the theatre than appears in these statements. When
looking at the five TSC criteria that address this transparency subset, we see that these conclusions are
supported: the criteria show that the theatre sets out their vision, strategy and environmental indicators
well. However, progress is not measured with quantitative targets, nor is discrepancy addressed. This
supports the conclusion above, since it proves that they are transparent about their ambitions and
translation of ambitions into policy, but that they can be more transparent about reporting progress.
Concluding, the transparency value of the theatre is relatively low but still above the average of this
research. When solely focusing on transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and
accomplishments, the theatre is quite transparent, although this could be increased since the interview
has proven that they are doing more than is shown.

4.4.8 DeLaMar Theater
A 0.24 score is obtained for the linguistic indicator. The DeLaMar Theater has a well-structured
webpage on sustainability, written in an understandable way with proper use of subheadings and
logical themes. Also, a video is used to support the text in which they state to be willing to explain
more about their sustainability ambitions in person, what can be seen as a possibility for interaction
(DeLaMar Theater, 2019). Furthermore, examples of taken actions are given and sustainability is
marked as a priority.
For the thematic indicator a 0.09 score is obtained. The theatre shows they take environmental impact
and energy/paper/water use into account by discussing several measures taken to lower these, e.g.
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installing water saving sanitary facilities (DeLaMar Theater, n.d.a.). They also pay attention to waste
management by separating glass, swill, paper and residual waste. Another strength is the way vision
and strategy are set out: they state their ambition and two goals to fulfil this ambition. Weak points
include not showing other participating interests or the way sustainability goals are managed
throughout the theatre. Interestingly, they mention the importance of social indicators, e.g. safety and
health of staff and visitors. Furthermore, no attention is paid to incidents, sustainable investments or
other economic indicators.
The theatre obtains a 0.20 score for the depth indicator. The first and third sub-indicator focus on
respectively verifiability of information and ethical dilemmas, which both lack attention in the public
statements of the theatre. The second sub-indicator focuses on data. The theatre shows why they
started making sustainability a part of their policy and attention is paid to sustainability of relations
and partners. Nevertheless, no attention is paid to other interests of influence, which concerns the third
sub-indicators. The fourth sub-indicator focuses on creating an open dialogue. Such a dialogue is not
mentioned. The focus of the fifth sub-indicator is on objectives and results. The theatre sets qualitative
goals, although no quantitative ones, and makes promises (e.g. to recycle plastics and introduce
‘Meatless Monday’). Moreover, attention is paid to their business principles (becoming the greenest
theatre possible) in their policy, but not enough to do ‘everything they can’, as they aim. Also,
discrepancy regarding targets and achievements, and progress are not discussed, except for the
achievement of the Green Key label.
These three indicators combined in the formula lead to a 0.19 transparency value. In absolute terms,
transparency is not optimal. Relatively, this value is lower than most theatres, but still just above
average and much higher than the transparency value of the Nationale Opera & Ballet. When focusing
on transparency regarding sustainability ambitions in relation to accomplishments, the theatre has
done medium. On the one hand, their accomplishments so far do support their ambitions to spare and
protect the environment. On the other hand, they are not near to being ‘the greenest theatre’ yet and
are not doing everything possible to achieve that, as they promise on their webpage. Furthermore, they
state sustainability is an important part of their policy, but this policy is not publicly available.
Altogether, the DeLaMar Theatre is not as transparent about their sustainability ambitions in relation
to their accomplishments as other theatres. This conclusion is supported by the five TSC criteria that
address this subset of transparency. The theatre did well on setting out vision and strategy, as well as
setting out environmental indicators and translating business principles into policies. However,
‘measuring results and comparing them with quantitative goals’, and ‘providing an explanation for
discrepancy’ are criteria the theatre does not score well on, which explains the lower transparency on
this subset (Piechocki, 2004).
Concluding, the transparency value of the theatre is relatively low, although still above the average
transparency value in this research. When solely looking at transparency regarding sustainability
ambitions and accomplishments, the theatre has taken actions that contribute to achieving their
ambitions and is transparent about this, but has not done everything they can.

4.4.9 Conclusion
After analysing transparency of the selected theatres using the TSC theory, some conclusions can be
drawn. First, British theatres researched tend to have higher transparency values than Dutch theatres
researched. British theatres all have a transparency value above 0.20, whereas the Dutch theatres score
lower, especially the Nationale Opera & Ballet. Nevertheless, all transparency values are fairly close
to each other, between 0.09 and 0.27, as shown in Table 7. This shows that they are on the right way,
but can still improve transparency.
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Table 7 Transparency values per theatre, ranked from high to low transparency.

Theatre(s)
Royal Court Theatre
National Theatre
Theatre Royal Plymouth
Concertgebouw
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall
Wilminktheater
DeLaMar Theater
Nationale Opera & Ballet

Transparency value
0.27
0.24

0.23
0.21
0.19
0.09

When looking at the indicators individually, one can see differences and similarities between the
theatres researched. These results are shown in Table 8.
Table 8 Results of the fourth sub-question.

Linguistic indicator
Thematic indicator

Depth indicator

Transparency regarding
sustainability ambitions in
relation to actual
accomplishments

Differences
No big differences
British theatres higher scores:
- corporate governance structure/
Green Teams

Similarities
Scores all relatively high
Strength(s) of both countries:
- setting out vision & strategy

Weakness(es) of both countries:
- lack of supporting figures,
graphics & tables
British theatres higher scores:
Strength(s) of both countries:
- dialogue with staff
- reason for drawing up the
- dialogue with stakeholders
policy
- quantitative targets
- dealing with environmental
- reporting progress
impact throughout chain
- translation business principles
into policy
Weakness(es) of both countries:
- ethical dilemmas
- verifiability of information
- explaining & addressing
discrepancy
- financial aspects of
sustainability
- More Dutch theatres present
Strength(s) of both countries:
extensive list of actions taken
- clear sustainability ambitions
- Actions taken by Dutch theatres - taken actions mostly linked to
fulfil ambitions better
ambitions
- Ambitions British theatres
higher than ambitions Dutch
theatres
Regarding the five TSC criteria:
Regarding the five TSC criteria:
- British theatres slightly worse
- vision & strategy welltranslation of principles into
described
policy
- environmental indicators welldescribed
- lack of quantitative
measurement of progress
- lack of addressing discrepancy
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Differences are the smallest for the linguistic indicator, for which all scores are relatively high. All
theatres describe their environmental policy in an understandable, well-structured way, whether it is on
their websites or in separate policy documents. Also, texts are often supported by pictures, although
supporting figures, graphics and tables are lacking. A criteria lacking at most theatres researched is the
possibility for interaction with the public regarding environmental policy.
Differences are bigger regarding the thematic indicator. Here, British theatres score higher than Dutch
theatres. An area in which British theatres score higher than Dutch theatres is the description of a
corporate governance structure. This includes mentioning creation of a Green Team, which the Royal
Court Theatre, Liverpool Philharmonic Hall and Theatre Royal Plymouth do. The Wilminktheater
mentions an ‘energy team’ too, but as collaboration with actors outside the theatre. Other than that,
differences are relatively small for this indicator.
Differences are also bigger for the depth indicator. There is a big difference regarding the open
dialogue with staff criteria. British theatres have higher scores here than Dutch theatres. All British
theatres and just one Dutch theatre (the Wilminktheater) paid attention to this. Linked to this is
creating a dialogue with stakeholders, which is mentioned by the Royal Court Theatre and Liverpool
Philharmonic Theatre, but lacking at other theatres. Also, British theatres tend to have set, besides
qualitative goals, more quantitative goals, whereas most Dutch theatres only set qualitative goals.
However, the difference is minimal. Linked to this is the criteria focusing on measuring progress using
quantitative targets. As a result, British theatres score better on reporting progress. The National
Theatre and Royal Court Theatre report quite extensively, whereas only the Concertgebouw does so
amongst the Dutch theatres.
Other than that, differences are relatively small. There are even similarities between British and Dutch
theatres in terms of the thematic and depth indicator, for both strengths and weaknesses. Similarities in
strengths include describing vision on sustainability and presenting a strategy, which almost all
theatres have done well. This also provides a reason for why environmental policy is drawn up. In
most cases a list of aims or commitments is presented, which is often well connected to the presented
sustainability ambitions. In this way business principles and ambitions are properly translated into
policy. Some theatres also include a list of actions taken to show the progress made. These actions are
in most cases aimed at improving waste management, lowering energy/water/material use and
reducing carbon emissions. Another similarity is the attention for sustainability throughout the
production chain, e.g. by partnering with sustainable suppliers. There are also similarities in
weaknesses. None of the theatres pays attention to verifiability of provided information or ethical
dilemmas. To continue, the majority does not address discrepancy in planning or financial aspects (e.g.
sustainable investments or the costs of a sustainability program).
Because British theatres tend to have higher transparency values, one could conclude that British
theatres focusing on sustainability are more transparent about environmental policy than Dutch
theatres focusing on sustainability. However, this conclusion is based on the TSC theory, which
focuses on transparency in a broad sense. When specifically looking at transparency regarding
sustainability ambitions in relation to accomplishments using the results of the third sub-question, a
somewhat different picture appears. In most cases sustainability ambitions are presented in a clear way
and a list of actions taken is presented. However, slightly more Dutch than British theatres in this
research present such a list. Actions are well-linked to ambitions in most cases, although in some,
mostly British cases, not all ambitions are well-reflected or in a minimal way. Schrijen (personal
communication, August 10, 2020) explains that policy and actions of Dutch cultural organisations are
relatively compatible, although what is promised is relatively small and specific and thus easy to
execute. Therefore, one should take the size of ambitions into account when drawing conclusions. In
this research, ambitions of British theatres appear bigger than those of Dutch theatres and are thus
harder to achieve. This may explain why at some British theatres not all ambitions are well-reflected in
their actions.
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When looking at the five TSC criteria that reflect this subset of transparency, we see that these
conclusions are partly supported. Almost all theatres describe vision, strategy and environmental
indicators well, except for the Nationale Opera & Ballet. Scores vary more regarding translating these
principles into policies. Here, the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, Theatre Royal Plymouth and
Nationale Opera & Ballet have lower scores, whereas the others have higher scores. Scores are also
similar for the last two indicators: measuring results using quantitative targets, and addressing and
explaining discrepancy. Here, all theatres score low, except for the Concertgebouw, which measures
progress using quantitative targets. This shows that there are no big differences between British and
Dutch theatres in transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and accomplishments. The small
differences for this subset show that Dutch theatres might by slightly more transparent here, although
the differences are so minimal that this cannot be stated with certainty. Also, the different sizes of
ambitions should be taken into account. Since ambitions of British theatres are bigger here, it is likely
that causes lower scores on this subset of transparency.
To conclude, when looking at transparency of environmental policy in a broad sense, British theatres
tend to be more transparent than Dutch theatres since they have higher transparency values. However,
when looking at transparency of sustainability ambitions in relation to accomplishments, this is not the
case since Dutch theatres score slightly better here. However, these differences are smaller than the
differences in transparency values.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and conclusions
This chapter starts with answering the first part of the research question (‘How does transparency
regarding sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments differ between British and Dutch
theatres?’) by focusing on the first four sub-questions, which are the core of this research. Based on
qualitative policy analysis among four British and four Dutch theatres, and two expert-interviews,
differences and similarities between British and Dutch theatres regarding transparency about
sustainability ambitions and accomplishments are discussed. These results are necessary to answer the
fifth sub-question (‘What may cause the differences regarding transparency of sustainability
ambitions and actual accomplishments between British and Dutch theatres?’) and thus the second part
of the research question (‘…and what may cause these differences?’). This explains why the fifth subquestion, which is more explorative in nature than the other sub-questions since no empirical research
is done to answer this question, is discussed here. Consequently, this question requires a different
approach than the other ones. Thereafter, limitations, suggestions for further research and implications
are discussed.

5.1 Conclusions
Regarding the first sub-question (‘How do British and Dutch theatres frame their sustainability
ambitions in their public statements?’), sustainability ambitions are mostly well defined, although
some ambitions are vaguely formulated. Each theatre frames sustainability ambitions in a unique way,
making it hard to make generalizations. Nevertheless, some similarities and differences can be noticed:
British theatres more frequently have environmental policies, whereas Dutch theatres publish
sustainability ambitions on their website or in other documents. Also, some British theatres strive for
carbon neutrality and one theatre even declared a climate emergency, showing that British theatres
might assign more urgency to sustainability. Interestingly, almost all researched theatres frame it as
their responsibility to increase sustainability. Other than that, the theatres frame sustainability
ambitions differently, but all pay attention to minimising environmental impact and carbon emissions,
although not all theatres use these terms. Other interesting ways of framing sustainability ambitions
include emphasising the role theatres can play since they are creative, influential and inspiring
(National Theatre/Royal Court Theatre), embedding sustainability as core value (National
Theatre/Royal Court Theatre/Wilminktheater) and addressing part of the responsibility to visitors
(National Theatre/Royal Court Theatre/Theatre Royal Plymouth/Wilminktheater). These results are
displayed in Table 9, which summarizes the results of first four sub-conclusions.
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Table 9 Conclusions of sub-questions 1 to 4 summarized.

Theatre

Framing of
sustainability

Taken measures

Reflection of
framing in
taken measures

National
Theatre

‘climate emergency’;
‘responsibility’ or
‘setting an example’;
‘lowering carbon
emissions’;
‘carbon neutrality’;
‘embedding
sustainability as core
value’
(environmental
policy)

Clear and
detailed,
although not all
commitments
made are
reflected

Royal Court
Theatre

‘responsibility’ or
‘setting an example’;
‘lowering carbon
emissions’;
‘carbon neutrality’;
‘minimizing
environmental
impact’; ‘green’;
‘contribute to
SDGs/One Planet
principles’
‘visitor
involvement’;
‘embedding
sustainability as core
value’
(environmental
policy)
‘responsibility’;
‘minimizing
environmental
impact’; ‘visitor
involvement’
(environmental
policy)

Recycling
waste/waste
reduction;
Reducing energy use
by instalment LED
lighting and
instalment improved
heat & cooling
system;
Procuring/producing
renewable energy;
Improvement touring
model;
Adjustment catering
menu;
Label/certificate
Reduction energy
use;
Sustainable printers
and/or paper;
Green Team

Clear, but not
detailed and not
all reflected,
although
ambitions are
accomplished

0.27

Recycling
waste/waste
reduction;
Sustainable printers
and/or paper;
Green Team

Partly clear and
detailed,
although not all
reflected and
more must be
done to
accomplish main
ambitions
Not well
reflected: actions
are lacking

0.23

Liverpool
Philharmonic
Hall

Theatre Royal
Plymouth

‘responsibility’ or
‘setting an example’;
‘minimizing
environmental
impact’; ‘visitor
involvement’

Green Team
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Transparency
value (based
on TSC)
0.24

0.24

Nationale
Opera & Ballet

(environmental
policy)
‘responsibility’ or
‘setting an example’

Concertgebouw

‘lowering carbon
emissions’; ‘green’;
‘certification’

Wilminktheater

‘responsibility’ or
‘setting an example’;
‘better climate and
more sustainable
world’;
‘certification’;
‘visitor
involvement’;
‘embedding
sustainability as core
value’
‘responsibility’ or
‘setting an example’;
‘green’;
‘certification’

DeLaMar
Theater

Reducing energy use
by instalment LED
lighting;
Label/certificate
Recycling
waste/waste
reduction;
Reducing energy use
by instalment LED
lighting and
instalment improved
heat & cooling
system;
Adjustment catering
menu;
Label/certificate
Recycling
waste/waste
reduction;
Reducing energy use
by instalment LED
lighting;
Procuring/producing
renewable energy;
Adjustment catering
menu;
Label/certificate
Recycling
waste/waste
reduction;
Reducing energy use
by instalment LED
lighting and
instalment improved
heat & cooling
system;
Procuring/producing
renewable energy;
Water saving
sanitary facilities;
Sustainable printers
and/or paper;
Adjustment catering
menu;
Label/certificate

Vague
ambitions,
therefore hard to
determine
Clear and
detailed,
although
ambition to be
‘green’ is vague

0.09

Clear and
detailed,
although broad
ambitions

0.21

Clear and
detailed,
although more
must be done to
accomplish main
ambition and
ambitions are
somewhat vague

0.19

0.24

Regarding the second sub-question (‘What sustainable measures have been accomplished by British
and Dutch theatres according to their public statements?’), measures differ for each theatre, but there
are similarities too. Most theatres provide a list of actions taken, addressing multiple sides of
environmental impact reduction and reflecting their ambitions on this issue. Most actions taken by
Dutch theatres include waste reduction and recycling, energy use reduction, altering of the catering
menu and achieving a certificate. Interestingly, Dutch theatres aim for BREEAM-NL In Use or Green
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Key certification by taking these actions. Certification plays a lesser role among British theatres.
British theatres focus on reducing energy use as well, switch to sustainable printing and set up green
teams. Nevertheless, when looking at specification of which actions are taken, Dutch theatres do this
better than British theatres, although the British theatres do show achieved results. Other interesting
measures that are taken include self-generation of energy (National Theatre/ Wilminktheater),
supporting honeybee preservation (National Theatre/DeLaMar Theater) and instalment of an electric
vehicle charging point (Liverpool Philharmonic Hall).
Regarding the third sub-question (‘How do sustainability ambitions of British and Dutch theatres
come forward in their actual accomplishments in this field as communicated in their public
statements?’), sustainability ambitions mostly align with taken measures. Most theatres provide a list
of actions taken, which can easily be linked to their ambitions. Remarkable is that British ambitions
are clearer than Dutch ambitions, but are often not all well-reflected by their actions, whereas Dutch
ambitions are more vague, but better reflected by their actions. Thus, Dutch theatres score better than
British theatres on this subset of transparency, although the differences are minimal. However, the size
of ambitions should be taken into account: British theatres in this research tend to have larger, harder
to accomplish, ambitions than Dutch theatres.
Regarding the fourth sub-question (‘How transparent are British and Dutch theatres regarding
sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments?’), conclusions are based on the TSC results.
This theory consists of a linguistic indicator, a thematic indicator and a depth indicator. These
respectively analyse the accessibility and content of texts, and how is acted upon the content. Each
theatre obtains a score per indicator, which together lead to a transparency value (see Appendix II).
British theatres have higher transparency values than Dutch theatres, although all transparency values
lie quite close to each other. Differences are the biggest for the thematic and depth indicator and
concern describing corporate governance structure/setting up Green Teams, creation of an open
dialogue with staff & stakeholders, setting quantitative targets, and reporting on progress. Regarding
these topics, British theatres are more transparent than Dutch theatres. Similarities can be seen as well:
scores for the linguistic indicator are relatively high and do not differ much. Also within the thematic
and depth indicator, similarities occur for both strengths and weaknesses in transparency. Similarities
in strengths include describing vision & strategy, translating business principles into policy, and
paying attention to sustainability throughout the production chain. On the other hand, similarities in
weaknesses include paying attention to ethical dilemmas, verifiability of information, discrepancy in
planning and execution of sustainability measures, and financial aspects of sustainability. However,
when solely focusing on transparency regarding sustainability ambitions and accomplishments, Dutch
theatres are more transparent than British theatres, although the difference is minimal and smaller than
the difference for transparency values. However, the size of ambitions that have to be accomplished
must be taken into account here: ambitions of British theatres are higher than Dutch ones and therefore
harder to accomplish.
Concluding, it is clear that no major differences exist regarding transparency of environmental policy
between British and Dutch theatres. Only a few small differences are noticeable of which the higher
transparency values for British theatres is the biggest difference. However, Dutch theatres are slightly
more transparent if one were merely looking at transparency from an angle of sustainability ambitions
and accomplishments. There are no clear cases of greenwashing, although some theatres, mostly
British, define the issue with urgency and/or have high ambitions, but do not act as much upon these
ambitions as they require. This can be seen as a value-action gap.

5.2 Possible explanations
Several possible explanations for these small differences exist. However, none of these explanations
can be said to explain the differences with certainty. It is likely to be a combination of factors that is
responsible for these differences. Here the fifth sub-questions comes into the light: ‘What may cause
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the differences regarding transparency of sustainability ambitions and actual accomplishments
between British and Dutch theatres?’. In this section, explanations are presented and a link is made
with CSR literature as discussed in the Chapter 2.
First, it might be possible that British theatres think of sustainability as a more urgent issue than Dutch
theatres. As mentioned, the National Theatre declared a climate emergency and strives, similar to the
Royal Court Theatre, for carbon neutrality. However, thinking more urgently about sustainability does
not mean this leads to more sustainable behaviour and transparency about it since a value-action gap
can exist (Flynn et al., 2009). In that case, environmentally sustainable values do not lead to more
action on this issue. As Schrijen (personal communication, August 10, 2020) explains, this is the case
for Dutch cultural organisations: they see sustainability as an important issue, but action is lacking.
Therefore, the more urgent expression of sustainability issues in England does not have to mean that
they act better and more transparent upon these values and ambitions, resulting in higher transparency
values.
Second, more British than Dutch theatres have an environmental policy document. Also generally,
when looking for theatres to include in this research more theatres working on sustainability were
found in England than in the Netherlands. All researched British theatres have environmental policy
documents, whereas Dutch theatres publish about sustainability on their website or in other
documents. The Arts Council England (ACE) stipulates environmental reporting and policy as
condition for funding of National Portfolio organisations, which explains why more British theatres
have environmental policies (Julie’s Bicycle, 2020b). All four researched British theatres are National
Portfolio organisations and therefore have to meet these conditions to receive funding (ACE, n.d.b.).
Also, since 2006 quoted companies in the UK have to pay attention to environmental impact in their
annual review (Wilkinson et al., 2012). This might have an effect on other (not-quoted) UK companies
to do so as well. Dutch theatres, however, have limited space for a detailed explanation of
transparency policy in e.g. annual reports compared to separate environmental policy documents.
Schrijen (personal communication, August 10, 2020) mentions that Dutch BIS cultural organisations
have a word limit for policy plans and consequently, things have to be described in a more general
sense since no room is available to go into depth. Schrijen (personal communication, August 10, 2020)
explains that he found that creating an environmental policy can help to achieve sustainability
ambitions, which could also explain that the absence of this among Dutch theatres results in lower
transparency. On the other hand, environmental reporting and policy requirements in England increase
transparency, which can be an explanation for the in the differences in transparency values.
Third, as Schrijen (personal communication, August 10, 2020) explains, Dutch theatres are often
municipal property. When theatres are planning sustainability measures that affect the building, they
have to receive permission and funds from the municipality, which are not always available. This can
explain why Dutch theatres in this research score lower on transparency, because this barrier can
hinder them from fulfilling ambitions. British theatres are more often private property.
Fourth, the differences could be explained by differences between England and the Netherlands in
CSR, of which transparency is an important part. Mathis (2004) points out that the UK has higher
levels of CSR engagement compared to the Netherlands. Moreover, UK companies perceive CSR
specifically as environmental management, whereas this is way of thinking is much less present in the
Netherlands (Mathis, 2004). Also, in the UK CSR is more important for access to capital, as is
apparent from the ACE example described above. Lastly, Mathis (2004) points out that employees are
very influential in the UK, which can explain why British theatres score better on creating open
dialogue with employees, and thus have higher transparency according to the TSC theory. However,
Mathis (2004) also points out similarities between the UK and the Netherlands, e.g. that CSR is
mainly influenced by media pressure and governmental regulations (Silberhorn & Warren, 2007). This
could explain why differences in transparency, part of CSR, are small between the two countries.
Another research on CSR found that UK consumers want to be informed about the practices of firms.
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No less than 74% of the respondents from the UK stated that more information on social/ethical
behaviour would positively influence their purchase decisions (Pomering & Dolnicar, 2009). This is
an example of an external pressure (and consumer awareness, as mentioned in Chapter 2) which could
lead to more transparency in England. However, purchase decisions are likely to be largely influenced
by the theatres’ location and not its sustainability, since most visitors come from nearby, as Cukier
(personal communication, August 6, 2020) explains.
Also factors for successful CSR, as discussed in Chapter 2, should be taken into account. Sangle
(2010) and Lam & Khare (2010) point to the importance of integrating CSR into policies regarding the
supply chain (as the National Theatre, Royal Court, Liverpool Philharmonic Hall, Wilminktheater and
DeLaMar Theater do), logistics (e.g. the efforts by the National Theatre to create a sustainable touring
model) and marketing (e.g. printing sustainably, as the Royal Court Theatre, Liverpool Philharmonic
Hall and DeLaMar Theater do) and thereby integrating environmental values organization-wide. To
continue, managing stakeholder groups is important too for successful CSR, which the Royal Court
Theatre and Liverpool Philharmonic Hall pay attention to in their public statements. This also helps
creating a long term strategy, which in this research can be seen at British theatres that work towards
bigger goals over a longer period of time (Sangle, 2010). Moreover, leadership and values/behaviour
of leaders determine whether CSR is successful or not because it contributes to employee engagement
and can change corporate culture (Sangle, 2010; Silbernhorn & Warren, 2007; Lam & Khare, 2010).
This can be seen at the Royal Court Theatre and Liverpool Philharmonic Hall. Here, we see that the
executive directors are decisive in the process towards a sustainable theatre. Interestingly, Silberhorn
& Warren (2007) point out that British companies are more driven to launch CSR activities that are
legally not required, just to improve legitimacy and social acceptance. This could lead to more actions
to fulfil sustainability ambitions as well, leading to more transparency. In conclusion, British theatres
score better on success factors for CSR compared to Dutch theatres which could explain why
transparency values are higher for British theatres.

5.3 Limitations of the research
This research is subject to some limitations. First, the reader should bear in mind that the study is
based on a relatively small selection of eight theatres since limited time is available. Therefore,
generalisations should be made and understood with caution. This could be improved in further
research by adding more theatres to the analysis. Moreover, only theatres working on sustainability are
selected. Consequently, generalisations cannot be made for theatres not working on this issue.
Second, the reliability of the public statements analysed should be taken into account. For this the
criteria described by Scott (1990) are used: authenticity, credibility, representativeness and meaning of
the documents. First, the documents are authentic since they are acquired from the theatres own
websites. However, webpages can be subject to change and updates, and annual reviews are reissued
each year, making information outdated quickly. Second, published documents are self-written and not
verified by an external auditor (Gold & Heikkurinen, 2018). Consequently, the used documents lack
some credibility since the content can be falsified or harmful information can be left out, following the
interest of the writer (Gold & Heikkurinen, 2018; Scott, 1990). Third, the documents are relatively
representative since they are accessible for the researcher, but probably not all documents concerning
environmental policy are accessible. Fourth, only publicly accessible documents are analysed, which
are meant for visitors and stakeholders. This affects what is written and therefore the significance of
the texts. However, the point of this research is analysing how transparent these theatres are for the
public, which can only be done using publicly accessible documents. Further research can improve the
reliability of the documents by adding observations of what sustainable projects are employees are
working on or by conducting interviews with employees of different theatre departments.
Third, the TSC theory used here is developed for the analysis of transparency in annual sustainability
reports (Piechocki, 2004). In this research the theory is used for analysing transparency in different
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kinds of public statements concerning environmental policy. Since these documents differ from annual
sustainability reports, the results of the TSC analysis should not be compared to transparency values
outside of this research. However, the transparency values of the theatres in this research can be
compared between themselves. This could be improved in further research by creating a TSC
specifically developed for the analysis of public statements by theatres regarding environmental
policy.

5.4 Future research and implications
First, it is important to conduct this research again in the future when new public statements are
published and the theatres are further advanced in their endeavour to increase sustainability. By
comparing transparency values over the years it can be tracked whether transparency of environmental
policy at these theatres improves. Also, it will show whether differences between England and the
Netherlands increase or decrease and in what way.
Second, besides theatres, it would be interesting to conduct comparable research for other cultural
organisations such as museums, cinemas and festivals, and to make again a comparison between
England and the Netherlands. This way, one can see whether differences found for theatres are similar
to differences found for other cultural organisations. Also, a comparison with other countries could be
interesting, e.g. with Germany, Belgium or France to develop a perspective on how cultural
organisations in different European countries handle the issue. Eventually, this could perhaps help
with collaboration on the European level.
Third, it is important that the findings of this research are used to understand better how transparency
in the theatre industry can be improved. For example, the findings could be used to create guidelines
theatres have to fulfil when reporting about environmental policy. Feedback moments could be
arranged to assess conformity between ambitions and actual accomplishments, and to stimulate
conformity between these factors. This is important to be able to achieve the targets set in the Paris
Agreement and to fight environmental issues (United Nations, 2016). However, Gold & Heikkurinen
(2018) argue that transparency alone is not the solution for this problem. The idea that this would is
problematic and thus would be an example of the ‘transparency fallacy’. Besides increasing
transparency, other actions should be taken as well: e.g. making sustainability a requirement for
funding (Maas, 2020; Straver, 2020). Therefore, the findings of this research could be used to plea for
making environmental reporting a requirement for funding in the Netherlands too.
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Epilogue
Originally, this research was meant to interview employees of different theatre departments to conduct
a frame analysis. However, as a result of the COVID-19 crisis, theatres had to shut down, cutting off
their incomes, which caused problems at many theatres. Consequently, theatres had other priorities
which made it impossible to arrange enough interviews for this research. This required alteration of
the research, making policy analysis the main method of data collection, which is also interesting, and
a smaller role for interviews. Almost completely starting over was a real challenge and I want to thank
my thesis supervisor Duncan Liefferink and my internship supervisor Remco Wagemakers for
supervising and helping me brainstorming to find a new angle to conduct research in these
extraordinary times.
Also, I would like to thank the whole Bureau 8080 team for granting me the opportunity for doing my
internship with them. Even though the content of this internship turned out to be different as a result of
the crisis, I have learned a lot and they offered me a pleasant work environment for the first few
months. Especially Ilana Cukier, program manager at Bureau 8080, helped me a lot by making time
for me to interview her. Moreover, I would like to thank Bjorn Schrijen from the Boekmanstichting for
interviewing him as well. Both interviews gave me a better picture of theatres’ environmental policy
outside of the policy documents.
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